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Letter . . . from the Editor:
2021 is finally here and I feel your pain and share your hopes – we’ve done Pandemic and we so want to be done with it! Vaccines are
finally here and more on their way. And to counteract all the media, and our reliefs and sorrows attached to this life we’re living with
coronavirus, masks, social distancing, and disinfectants, we want you to know we are impressed with the efforts you are making to
connect, to perform, to include all the entertainers of our genre both at home and around the world. Accepting the fact that this wasn’t
going away soon, you have brought up all your creativity to make it happen!!! So happy to be involved in opening classes, holding 12
haflas, teaching on Zoom, Facebook and in person safely, even with all the stress making it happen every day. Thanks to Cairo Shimmy
Quake, Belly Dancer of the Universe, ABDC, Best in World, Aziza, Jillina, Kaeshi Chai, Sadie, Faisal Zedan, Nizana, and so many
more – the beat goes on and we love you!!
Our Cover Girl this issue is beautiful, wonderfully talented and in-demand dancer and entertainer, community-supporting, and
Dreamcamp Star, AZIZA from Canada. We are so blessed to have this special Star in our lives. This meaningful interview by staff
writer Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan brings us an inside personal look at Aziza’s real-life journey – who she is as a person, how she became
who she is, who she is now – and what she truly feels are the reasons she continues to share the love and skills she brings to Oriental
Dance workshops and performances.
Featured Musicians are Georges Lammam, Arabic Violinist of the Georges Lammam Ensemble, shared by Jeanette Cool, with
a fascinating family and musical life story, and Faisal Zedan - Percussion Musician & Recording Artist, his life story as told to
Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan with photos by Carl F. Sermon. We are so blessed to have had both Georges Lammam Ensemble and Faisal
Zedan as instructors and stage musicians at Yaa Halla, Y’all in Texas.
Do You Zoom? by Amaya gives you an inside look at that new way of setups and communicating that we’ve all had to learn. A
Friend in Need by Tammye Nash chronicles the selfless donation of an all-important kidney for a friend. Let’s Dance On-line with Gypsy
Flair – the Fiery Combo that Could by Stasha Vlasuk follows the experiences of creating an event with musicians and dancers working
separately and on Zoom. Preventing Dance Injuries by Dr. Yamila Cruz gives you useful suggestions and which techniques to keep an
eye on – great info.
The Averof Restaurant by Dorothea Rourke O’Regan – wonderful timeline and tale of a time and life of a restaurant from the
very beginning. Performance Professionalism Part 8 – How to Move On From Mistakes by Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan, with photos by Carl
Sermon – and you know we always need those ideas and that information.
Reviews: Unveiled CD – Ed Melikian Ensemble featuring Mal Barsamian on Alto Sax, with an extensive review by Ma*Shuqa
Mira Murjan. Night in the Global Village On-Line Haflas about Hafla events created and shared in an article by Nizana, that included
USA and International dancers in numerous offered haflas.
Don’t forget, let’s continue to help keep those sensational Vendors in business, who create, advertise, stock and offer music and so
many costumes that make it possible for us to look sensational and dance to great music. We will be so grateful for them if they’re still
there when we’re actually able to perform regularly again!
We are also always delighted to focus on your events and photos and are crushed at the continuing unexpected closing or
postponed events. Our hearts are with you. We’re so grateful for our writers who have included photos … we’ve even included a few
from the Haflas we’ve been able to present – BUT we miss hearing about your events and publishing
all the wonderful photos of your performers – even the on-line ones!!!
And a reminder: We truly look forward to receiving your articles and photos – if you have
a passion for what you know and/or do – pass it on – be one of our terrific beloved writers. If
you have an event, promote one of those fabulous photographers you know by sending us
your favorite photos. Now’s the time to use that fabulous creativity you are famous for, and
give us a unique look at what you do and how you do it.

With much love and hugs,

Like us on Facebook
at The Belly Dance Chronicles
Find us online at www.TheBellyDanceChronicles.com
and on Joomag!
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Del

The Belly Dance

Chronicles
To our loved and appreciated Writers and Advertisers:
Due to the Covid 19 pandemic, everyone who is a performer, musician, teacher, student - or even a fan - of this
beautiful art form we are involved with, is facing new challenges and finding it difficult to plan for the future.
We know that with the latest news of the upcoming vaccines, the reality of a “GLOW OF HOPE” is here.
Your Chronicles Staff, in an effort to move forward in a positive attitude toward exciting opportunities, and to
help each and every one of you with ways to increase your visibility, have made some recent changes.
First, we are moving to a triannual schedule with publications in January (Winter), May (Spring/Summer), and
September (Fall). By making this move, we begin a new way to make advertising more AFFORDABLE for
all, whether an event listing, teacher/performer listing, advertisement, or combination thereof. With readers
not only from the USA, but many other countries as well, this is a great way to reach the most readers and
performers in a cost effective manner. And now there will be more bang for your buck if you contract for one or
two years up front – we will begin sharing your ads on our facebook page following each issue’s publication!
Secondly, we have updated our monthly auto-pay options so that you can better budget these advertising
opportunities. The new pricing, submission and publication dates, and relevant information is included below
and begins with the January 2021 issue. All of our new advertising plans and information can be found at
https://isisandthestardancers.com/CHRONICLES/advertising1.htm.
Please know we are thinking of you and we hope everyone is staying safe and healthy during this difficult time.
Much love to everyone from Isis, Del, Cassie
and the staff at The Belly Dance Chronicles.
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Aziza
Interview with Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan
Photos provided by Aziza

For me, it all comes back to connection.
I started dancing when I was 3, and the connection that grew between me and my body, between me and the music, between
me and the audience, as a performer; I was hooked. Throughout being a child, ballet was a huge part of my life. We moved
out of Portland, Oregon, to a farm, when I was 11. My father chopped and sold firewood to pay for my ballet class. I had
to help him haul the wood with our tractor, and when I had free moments, I would drive the tractor into the pasture and
choreograph tractor ballets. Looping figure 8’s and creating patterns with the front and back loader of the tractor.
Part of what caught me was performance. I have always been a ham. I used to force my parents and Grandparents to watch
me perform. I would put on shows and I would make my little brother do shows with me. It was not always dancing. It was
recreating different things that we saw. We did not have a TV, and so we would entertain ourselves. I remember we used to
take comic books, and I used to act them out with my brother, using our sliding doors as curtains. I liked to make people
laugh, and I liked the attention of performing.
Ballet, age 11

I also loved the discipline of ballet. I loved all of the exercises and all of the
technique and I loved the time in class when we traveled leaping across the room…
the part where I could fly. Especially with a live piano player, I loved the live music
happening right there in front of me.
I didn’t branch out from ballet, I was so enamored, but as I got older, I ran into the
limitations of the professional side of the dance. My teacher told me I did not have
the technique to be a soloist and I did not have the body type to be in the chorus.
But when I did the choreography, I made it look good, even when my technique
was not perfect. My ballet master pushed me to try things outside of classical ballet,
showing me there was more than ballet. My teacher would have me experiment
with some other lyrical styles so that I could still have the experience of being a
soloist and participating.
There was value in dance, even if it was not ballet. It was still dancing. For me, that
was a big turning point as Classical ballet, with its constant comparison to an ideal
that was unattainable to me, was a source of both passion and frustration.
January 2021
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But even with that small seed planted, when I finished high
school I quit serious dance study. I knew that it was not an
option for me to go any further with classical ballet. The
seed was planted but it had not taken root that there were
other dance forms to be explored. I felt I had to accept dance
as my hobby. It was time to get serious and go to school. I
enrolled in a program to be an interpreter for the deaf.
My father had taught me some sign language growing up
and looking back I can see that there is a lot of similarities
to dancing. Being able to communicate something with
your body. With sign language, you must use big gestures
and extreme facial expressions. That part I excelled at.
Using my whole body to communicate was like the feeling
I had performing and dancing. But the idea that I had to
completely turn myself off and become a conduit only for
another person’s voice? That part was hard for me as I was
not allowed to express how I felt.
I was unhappy because I thought it was a result of how
difficult I found school. What I did not realize was that I was
unhappy because I had given up dancing and performing.
Until that time, I had not made the connection of how
important dance is in my life.
I decided to go to Hawaii for spring break thinking that
maybe I just needed time away. I did not come home and I
stayed there for a year, dropping out of school. This is when
I started dancing again. I started taking hula and some
Tahitian and it reconnected my passion for dance for me.
Dance was what I was missing in my life. I found it was
the dance that brought meaning to my life, but it did not
have to be ballet. There were so many other dance forms
open to me to explore. Returning to Oregon, after being
in Hawaii for a year, I started seeking out and taking other
dance forms.
I took a lot of different classes exploring different ways and
types of movement. I was taking some African dance, and I
loved lyrical jazz. What brought me to my first belly dance
class was a friend, who was Greek, whose aunt had given her
a coin belt. She wanted to take a belly dance class and asked
if I would go with her.
At first, I did not take belly dance seriously at all. The only
thing I knew about belly dance was in the movie “From
Russia with Love” the James Bond movie. I recall seeing a
12
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dancer that played finger cymbals, and I was fascinated by
her costume.
My first class was with a woman
named Rubye Sowder in a
school gymnasium in Vancouver,
Washington. Rubye was a tiny
woman with a big personality and a
lot of eyeliner. There were around 30
women in that first class. Being shy,
I went straight into the back row
when we arrived.

Aziza and
Rubye Sowder

I think the very first thing that grabbed my attention was
the music. I had never heard music like that before. In class
we worked on steps and technique, learned to play finger
cymbals, and most profound for me…improvised! After so
many years of the rigidity of ballet, I was finally given the
freedom to express MY connection to the music. The fact
that I had had so much dance training, and a clear connection
with my body, meant that I was able to quickly pick up on
the movements. I was excited, and a little obsessed. By the
second class, I had moved up to the front row.
This is in the late ’80s for context. As I progressed, I got the
attention of Rubye who also owned a singing telegram and
belly gram business; grams were popular at the time. I ended
up working for Rubye doing singing telegrams at private
birthday parties in exchange for free classes and private
lessons.
You did not have to sing well… it wasn’t required. It was
just putting on costumes and fearlessly performing. I would
come to a party in costume. Sometimes dressed as a police
officer or Dolly Parton and I would sing silly songs and take
pictures. A lot of it was about improvisation because you had
to go into whatever situation you were in and completely
read the room and figure out your best contribution to
celebrate the moment and create the best performance. I
think all that work in improvisation has served me well in
all aspects of my journey as a performer and as an instructor.
6 months after my first class I was pushed into performing
at Greek restaurants in the area that quickly grew to work
at many different restaurants - Lebanese, Persian, and
Armenian, all around town, most with live bands. I admit
I did not know what I was doing at all, and I had no choice

but to learn on the job. Much of my education came from
dancing at weddings and house parties where I could observe
how men and women of the cultures move naturally to their
music joyously and effortlessly.
I was given the name Aziza from a Greek
musician. He was a bouzouki player named
Spiro. He owned the venue that I danced at,
and he would drink…a lot. I was usually the last
dancer of the night, going on around one 1:30 in
the morning, and he’d be at least half a bottle of
ouzo in by the time I was to perform. I recall that
when he would announce me, he would pretend
like he couldn’t remember my name. And then one
night, he announced me as Aziza. Looking around I
realized he meant me. I went out and danced. I had
to come back in the middle of the week when he was
sober to get paid. I asked him why he called me Aziza
and he did not remember he had. He shared with me that
I reminded him of a dancer he used to play for 25 years
earlier, named Aziza.
Funny story, years later I went to California for a competition.
A woman at the festival was selling costumes, and her name
was Aziza. After I performed, she came up to me and asked
me if I have had ever taken from Badawia. Badawia, a
Jordanian dancer who had taught my teacher, Rubye. Aziza
says, “Well, I used to dance with her!” I found out Aziza used
to perform in Oregon with Spiro. So that was the Aziza that
I was named after. My great grandmother in dance! Sadly,
Aziza passed away this year. I am grateful to have met her and
share an important connection.
Within one year of my first belly dance lesson, this dance
was my full-time job. I gigged and gigged and gigged in my
local area. I think one thing that was amazing about that
time, looking back now, is realizing how lucky I was to have
this experience. The fact that I was working so much with
live musicians was a fabulous life experience. I thought the
days of performing 45-minute shows to live music multiple
times a night would never end.
That special connection that I had always loved, dancing with
the live piano music in my ballet classes as a kid, was amplified
here with Middle Eastern musicians and the beautiful
music of this dance form. Besides, the Middle Eastern
performance ethic encouraged and valued spontaneous

Above: Al Amir, Portland, Oregon
Left: Greek Cuisina, Portland, Oregon

connection between the music and the audience. The magic
and danger of improvising in the moment is electric and
such a wonderful dynamic to experience.
I began teaching when people who were seeing me at my
gigs started asking me and pushing me to teach. I was
resistant to do so because I had high expectations of my
dance teachers from taking ballet and thus, I did not feel
qualified to teach. I had been dancing for about eight years
by then, but since I had people who were pursuing me to
take classes, I succumbed to the inevitable call to teach belly
dance and I started with some privates and started building
up from there.
At that time in my life, I was also coming to a point where
I had to seriously consider my future. I knew that I could
not keep being a party dancer forever and I had to decide:
Did I love the dance enough to keep doing it and pursue
becoming an instructor? Or did I need to go back to school
and find something else that could sustain me? Could I
regulate dance back to being a passionate hobby?
Ultimately, I chose to go for it and make belly dance my
professional life, and once I did, pieces started falling into
place. I knew that I needed to make a name for myself outside
of the Pacific Northwest if I wanted to make a living teaching
this dance form. I started to investigate some options. At the
time competitions were becoming popular. Also new to the
scene was the International Academy of Middle Eastern
January 2021
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Dance (IAMED) that produced high production level
shows and released them on VHS. IAMED’s marketing was
also international through Bellydance publications.
IAMED also produced the annual IAMED awards. It
was not a competition like we see now. Members of the
Academy voted on the categories based on your body of
work instead of a one-off performance. Categories included
Best Cabaret Dancer, Best Workshop Instructor, Dancer of
the Year, and Troupe of the Year. I made it a goal to first
win Cabaret Dancer of the Year, then I was going to win
Workshop Instructor of the Year and finally, I was going
to win Dancer of the Year. The only way I could do that
was for them to know who I was outside of Oregon; thus,
I entered competitions that were in or close to California,
where IAMED was based.
I entered three competitions that were from the Northern
California area in one year. I entered Bellydancer of
the Universe, Wiggles of the West, and Walnut Creek
Bellydancer of the Year competitions. I won all three
of them. However, that was the year they decided not to
present the IAMED Awards. I was devastated.
Instead, they were going to put on a show only and release
it on VHS. They called me and invited me to be part of the
show. My plan worked but quite differently than intended.
It was amazing to be asked, I could not believe in the good
fortune. I asked if they were sure they had the right Aziza
because I was not sure if they knew who I was.
I knew that those videos were going to be seen globally and
this was my opportunity to share my dance outside of my
little bubble in the belly dance community.
The show was released as Rockin’ the Casbah.
It was filmed in Los Angeles; the whole L.A. belly dance
community was there. All the famous dancers that I knew
from belly dance magazines were sitting in the audience. I
was completely starstruck.
I had an assistant at the time, a dancer named Vashti (now
Hanan), who helped me come up with a concept that I
hoped would resonate and get people’s attention. We did
an interpretation of a 70’s vinyl “Learn How to Bellydance”
Albums. I created my look with another dance mentor,
14
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Nemra Khan, to look like the cover of one of these records.
Vashti did a voice-over of the original album script that
taught you to dance. We hired a DJ to overlay the music
with the voice so it was like I was learning how to belly dance
with one of those albums. By chance, I had a good picture
that was live from the show. When the VHS was released,
I was featured on the cover. With IAMED’s international
marketing, it was a huge turning point for me.
I started teaching belly dance workshops nationally, after
winning these competitions, and being on the cover of
IAMED’s “Rockin’ The Casbah”. I was first invited to teach
and perform overseas by Leyla Jouvana who produced the
largest belly dance festival in Europe at the time. I find it
amazing that just by word of mouth I was invited to teach
Rockin’ the Casbah

internationally. This was the early days of the internet, mind
you! And that is when my touring took off.
Right around this time is also when I moved to Montreal
to be with my then-boyfriend, now husband, and so much
happened in my life. Such a busy moment in my life;
however, I knew in my heart that moving to Canada to be
with Eric was the right thing to do. But leaving my family,
my friends, and my dance community was the hardest
decision of my life.

I cannot believe that dance took me to all these wonderful
places. I have taught and performed in over 50 countries.
I get emotional thinking about it, because I have had the
great fortune to meet and dance with so many people, and
I have friends all over the world. And, to have students and
colleagues that I cherish. My dance career is all a wonderful
blur and I feel so lucky to have experienced it all. And, I do
not take it for granted.

As the story goes, I was an American dancing in a Greek
restaurant in Mexico when I met my French- Canadian
husband, Eric. Reconnecting 8 years after meeting at my
first international dance contract at a Greek restaurant in
Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, back in the ’90s, I’ve had Eric’s
unwavering support and still do.

Aziza in Argentina

Even now I cannot believe the fact that people from all over
the world would invite me to come and dance with them.
It feels amazing that my dance, which was cultivated in a
certain area and passed down through certain dancers in a
certain style is passed to others through my teaching. For
example, I’m pleased that the way I dance with a veil can
be seen in performances of dancers around the world. I am
so fortunate to have been able to share this legacy of my
teachers around the world.

Eric and Aziza

I had found my way back to dance, I had made a career
of it, found the connections to my body, to the music, to
my audiences and then I moved from everything I had
known to a new place to reconnect with the love of my life,
while at the same time beginning to tour 6-7 months of the
year. Thus, connection and community became even more
important to me.

I have had many memorable experiences while touring.
One of the most significant was the opportunity to spend a
year touring and teaching with master percussionist, Issam
Houshan. Issam is a crazy talented drummer and a most
generous and patient instructor. I’ve learned so much in the
time we spent working and traveling together.
While it was a wonderful experience, traveling can also be
lonely and difficult. I missed the deeper connections with
students, with being able to see dancers progress and grow.
My husband also wanted something we could produce
together that would allow me to stay in Montreal for the
summers, thus the idea of Dreamcamp started to take shape.
January 2021
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Aziza and Issam, Mexico City

A big inspiration for Dreamcamp came from my
experience at the Oregon Country Fair (OCF).
With all the touring work, one thing I did to
refill my well with knowledge was the annual
OCF. I had been camping and performing at
the Caravan Stage annually since I was 20. No
matter what my touring schedule, I had to keep
this special week available. Oregon Country Fair
started as a renaissance fair in the middle of the
forest. It has grown to become a whole village of
music, dance, and art that comes together once
a year. There are tens of thousands of fairgoers.
We camp and build the stage and decorate with
collections of silk saris, brass candlesticks, and
tapestries that have been collected over 40 years.
There are live musicians. I camp with a group of dancers and together we create performances on a gorgeous stage in the
middle of the woods. It’s complete immersion in being a dancer 24/7. Knowing these women and seeing them year after year
has created a profound connection and community. I cannot express in words what the live music, audience, and the beautiful
stage means to me. It is something that truly fulfills me. I have had the most profound moments of performing on that stage.
The synergy of being with dancers and musicians I love and allowing myself to be completely free to express myself is a well
I return to annually to restore my soul.
Having that camaraderie and connection is vital to me. And, I wanted to bring that experience for other dancers, where you
not only dance together and sweat together and perform for each other, and have an opportunity to make connections that
go deeper and that become real true friendships. These connections among dancers go beyond Dreamcamp.
Sharing meals. Being able to take a complete break and immerse yourself in being a dancer, being able to play, learn, and be
challenged. All these things together make Dreamcamp special. Especially play; I find that being able to laugh is important
to cultivate.
Caravan Stage, Oregon Country Fair

I also wanted the opportunity to invite
dancers that I wanted to study with.
That is the dream for me. To have a
whole week with a dancer or musician
that I want to get to know and to have
meals and play with them - going
beyond just taking a single class or
workshop. To get the chance to go
deeper into their process of how they
choreograph and how they train. And
have the opportunity to learn so much
more about these dancers and musicians
that inspire me.
We launched the first Dreamcamp in
2010 and it has been amazing. Eric
and I have produced over 30 camps in

10 years. Every camp is special. We have high return
rates for the dancers that come to Dreamcamp. The
connections built are deep and real.
It is so important to me that that it is a safe space, and
that everybody knows that their dance matters, no matter
where they are at in their dance journey, whether this is a
hobby and something to connect with other dancers or
if you are a hardcore professional, that you feel that your
needs are being met, honored, and respected.
We promote the idea that: “No matter what. Your
dance matters.”

Aziza Dreamcamp with Valerick Molinary

When people arrive, they are 20 dancers that do not
know each other for the most part, and we put them
together and we create something where they feel
special. We work to create one great little family.
Dream camp allows the space and time to connect and
inhabit yourself as a dancer and to take it out into the
world beyond camp. At the end of the week, the dancers
are truly connected. Many cultivate friendships and
connections that grow into professional opportunities
and continued support. I have witnessed amazing
growth in just one week and exponential growth over
years of returning alumni.

Aziza and Sadie Dreamcamp

At the end of the week, they are just back in time, a kid
or a teenager again. All we do is dance, eat, drink, cry,
swim, and sweat. But it is so much more.
To allow space for people to connect, with themselves,
with their bodies, with the music.
My online classes come from the same place.
I wanted to continue the connections with people I was
meeting and teaching all over the world. I started my
online classes 3 years ago now because I wanted to keep
that connection alive.
I wanted to build that community. I loved teaching, and
I love meeting the students, but I wanted to be able to
continue to teach and learn with them.
Moving forward I want to keep expanding on this aspect.

Aziza Dreamcamp with Mercedes Nieto
Dreamcamp Olympics

I am working on a way to start passing on my experiences through more
mentoring projects. I love helping people reach their ultimate potential. I love
connecting people with other people who will foster exchange and creativity.
The pandemic and consequent shut down has brought me a
big shift. After almost 20 years of touring year-round, the
experience of staying in one place has caused many of us
to reexamine our relationship to the dance and our
community. Going forward, it is important to me
to use my status and privilege to support ways
to bring equality to our community. To promote
and support educators from the cultures that this
dance comes from. It is one of the priorities of my
new platform, Aziza Online.
Aziza Online is a project I started during the lockdown. I feel
that it is a culmination of bringing the journey I have had with
my early experience of performing with and for Arabic, Greek,
and Persian communities, teaching dance, the Oregon Country
Fair, touring teaching and performing, Dreamcamp, and teaching
online. This new platform is due to launch in early 2021. It will
combine mentor groups, live classes and workshops, streaming videos,
community events, guest instructors, and showcases of dancers who
deserve to be seen and celebrated.
As a teacher and a mentor, I believe it’s all about completely caring about
what is best for the dancer that is right in front of you at that moment.
Having complete compassion, and about what can I do to help this
person be the best dancer they can be and not compare themselves to
anybody else.

It is a value and a priority I want to make
happen. I care. I care. I want the dancers
who dance with me to know that they
matter. Their dance matters.
A dancer’s connection to this dance, to the
culture, and themselves is so important, and
ultimately, I feel so honored to be part of
that connection in some small way.
Visit Aziza at:
www.azizadreamcamp.com
www.azizashimmy.com
www.azizashop.com
coming soon: Aziza.tv

MA*SHUQA MIRA MURJAN
Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan
has

been

performing,

teaching, and

coaching

for over 45 years. Her

Ma*Shuqa Method gives

dancers a structure for
developing

improvised

choreography while performing with individualized

styling. Her workshop is perfect for teachers and
dancers who want to enhance performance dynamics

and styling. She has authored many articles on aspects
of professionalism and performance in Middle

Eastern dance – including a key work entitled “Raqs
Sharqi Improvisational Taqasim Dance Part 2: The

Performance Intersection of Music, Raqs Sharqi, and Tarab” found at www.MaShuqa.com. Ma*Shuqa offers dancers extended study opportunity

through her Diva Dancer Professional Development Workshops which offer dancers topics on cultural aspects of music, rhythm, and dance theory to

enhance their weekly studies and performances. As a dance photographer – what she sees through the camera lens reflects a dancer’s professionalism.
Her husband, Carl Sermon, is well-known for his festival and performance photography of Oriental dancers. Ma*Shuqa and Carl work together to

provide artistic direction and performance photography for photo sessions with Oriental dancers. See their work in The Belly Dance Chronicles magazine,
The GildedSerpent.com E-zine, and www.CarlSermonPhotography.Zenfolio.com

Aziza would like to offer one free online group
class to The Belly Dance Chronicles readers!
Register here:
Azizaonline.Appointy.com
Enter the code:
Chronicles
January 2021
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GEORGES LAMMAM
Arab Violinist
By Jeanette Cool

Photos provided by Jeanette Cool and Carl F. Sermon

Many from the raks sharqi community are familiar with the
music and creativity of violinist, Georges Lammam. As with
many artists, it is always interesting to hear the stories of
how art became the center of one’s life.
Georges’ parents, Sobhi Aziz Lammam and Helena Amorfia
Kasapoglous, were born during the 1920/30s in Haifa,
Palestine. In 1948, leaving their home in Palestine for their
honeymoon in Lebanon, the great nakba (The Catastrophe)
prevented their return. Over 750,000 Palestinians became
refugees. As a result, Sobhi and Helena’s children were born
in Beirut, Lebanon, and lived the uncertain life of a refugee
family moving through camps and other domiciles until

their mother, an activist in the PLO, opened the door for
their emigration.
Sobhi Lammam spent many years working between Beirut,
Lebanon and Cairo, Egypt, during the time of King Farouk,
working in movie production and meeting many notable
artists during the Golden Age of film in Egypt. Abdel
Halim Hafez, singer/actress, Shadia and musicians from the
orchestra of Fairouz, actors, Salah Kabil and Imad Hamdi,
and composers Kamal el Tawil and Baligh Hamdi, among
others. After 1952 and the overthrow of the monarchy by
Gamal Abdel Nasser, foreigners who worked in Egypt had
to leave when all business was nationalized.
January 2021
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Passport photo
– Sobhi Aziz
Lammam

Left to Right: Sobhi Lammam with Abdul Halim Hafez and Kamel Saffian (others unidentified)

Helena, a singer, was employed by a radio station in Cyprus,
Sharq-el-Adna, covertly run by the British government from
Jaffa, Palestine, that was broadcast in Arabic from 19411956. In the intervening fifteen years, its mainly Arab staff,
loosely supervised by a small number of British personnel,
broadcasted a mixture of music, drama, discussion,
educational and religious programs, albeit with a subtle
British slant to its news.
Halim Rumi, father of famous Lebanese singer, Majda
Rumi, worked as a musician at this station and composed a
few songs for Ms. Kasapoglous.

Helena Amorfia
Kasapoglous Lammam
22

Georges was the fourth of
five children – Diana, Mary,
Antoine, and lastly, Elias, all
named after saints from the
Bible. In 1961, the doctor told
his laboring mother, “please not
today” as it was late at night yet
notably, Georges was the only
boy born in the Beirut hospital
that day midst 13 girls!
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In the early days of Georges’ life, the Lammam family
lived in Palestinian refugee camps in Beirut, eventually
moving to the mountains into an abandoned mansion
that the villagers thought was haunted. Fairouz once
made a movie in which the house was part of the set, and
ghost stories abounded. The Lammam family was offered
this house, isolated on the top of the mountain, rent-free.
There were 15 bedrooms and many other large rooms.
The children were so afraid at night that they moved into
one room. On one warm evening, bats flew in the open
window creating all kinds of noise – and mistakenly, the
children turned on the lights sending the bats into frenzy.
Their parents told them to hide under the blankets and
don’t open your eyes – as they eventually managed to get
the bats out of the room.
Soon they moved further into the Druze village called
Aynab, in a smaller more normal house where the
Lammams were the only Christian family. The village was
populated by two extended families that welcomed them
and the Lammams became good friends with everyone in
the village. In 2004, Georges went back to Aynab to visit
some of these very neighbors.

Georges Lammam –
passport photo

Class of 1980, Madrassa Al Aruba
Sharja, UAE

Mary

Diana

Antoine, Georges and Elias

Umm Waseem serving delicious kawa (2004)

Woman preparing saj bread with saj (Lebanon, 2004)
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The Lammam children went to the village school that
was mixed with both boys and girls. Once per month,
the boys brought the parsley, bulgur and tomatoes and
other ingredients, and the girls made tabbouleh, a famous
Lebanese salad. Snowy days were favorites for Georges,
looking out the window over the orange trees. Aynab, like
all small villages, had remarkable characters: one was Shalah,
an old woman in her 90s who baked bread in a traditional
way over wood fire and an inverted wok-like pan, saj. The
children would wait for her to appear, she would light the
fire and they surrounded her, knowing she would give them
fresh bread when it was cooked. Everyone knew her as she
picked things from her trees, knocked on doors and gave
fruit to her neighbors.
There was one store in Aynab, where everyone shopped for
everything from food to hardware. Fuad, the owner, was also
a barber and had the only phone in the village, so when
anyone was called, he would send a runner to that house.
Village life was intimate, simple and happy.

Georges at Fuad’s grocery in Aynab, Lebanon (2004)

In the early 1970s, unrest in Lebanon was growing. Helena
organized Palestinian children, orphans from Israeli incursions
into camps and the borders, into a singing group that toured
the Gulf Region securing funds for the PLO efforts. Sensing
a coming civil war in Lebanon, during a tour in the Persian
Gulf, a sheik from the United Arab Emirates offered her and
her family refuge and work. In 1973, as teenagers, Georges
recalls the PLO jeep coming to their home and taking them
to the airport en route to Dubai, a modern city midst the
vast deserts of the Arabian Gulf Region. A far cry from the
beautiful mountains and Mediterranean coast of Lebanon,
this sparsely populated city surrounded by sand everywhere,
monochromatic and extremely hot, became home. It was
here that Georges along with his brothers, Antoine and Elias,
began their musical careers.
In the UAE, education and music education was encouraged.
At first, Georges was studying accordion like his brother,
Elias. However, the music instructor thought since they
were brothers, perhaps he would like to play violin. From the
first demonstration, Georges fell in love with the beautiful
sound of the violin. The brothers began to play together and
at one point, were invited to perform at a function at the
church. Afterward, the priest gave them an envelope with a
small bit of money. Together they thought, we could make
money playing music! And that, along with a deep love for
Arab music, spurned them onward to professionalism.

The Lammam Brothers:
Antoine, Georges & Elias
(1976)

Elias & Georges Lammam
(1982)

Georges & Elias Lammam (1983)
24
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While in school, Georges was in the
winning group of 3 violins, in an all-school
talent competition, during which he played
a solo. The music director of the TV station,
Haissam Salah Eddine, was creating a music
ensemble from professional musicians,
faculty and students who excelled on their
instruments (The National Orchestra of
Dubai) for performance in cultural centers
in Dubai. He contacted their parents to get
permission to include all three Lammam
brothers, for required rehearsals, training
and performance. For two years, there
were concerts throughout the United
Arab Emirates featuring major Emirati
singer, Abdullah Belkhair and Saudi,
Abadi al-Johar. Additionally, Mr. Salah
Eddine decided to work in the 5 star hotel
nightclubs featuring famous singers and
dancers from around the world, and asked
the 3 brothers to come join him. While the
boys were in school, they worked 7 nights/
week at nightclubs professionally, driving
home in the wee hours to go to class! After
2 years in this ensemble, Georges decided
to create his own band, The Golden Stars
Band, an ensemble of 8, including his
brother Elias. (Tony had gone to the USA
for higher education.)
The Golden Stars Band played in many
hotels – in Abu Dabi, Dubai and Sharja,
accompanying singers and dancers from
other parts of the world and hired for grand events for
leaders of the UAE, including desert performances under
huge fancy tents with lamb cooking over a fire, the moon
glowing through palm trees, oriental carpets on the sand,
lanterns hanging from the tent ceiling, and everyone sitting
on the carpeted ground watching the dancers and singers
present a top notch show in the middle of the desert.
Living in Dubai was an opportunity for Georges to hone his
craft and “learn on the job” from other professional artists, but
other opportunities were coming that could not be accessed,
due to his being a Palestinian refugee. In Lebanon and the
UAE, Palestinians were given refugee passports that had
limited traveling potential and no possibility for citizenship.

Golden Stars Band – Dubai (1983)

In 1987, Georges and Tony decided to immigrate to the
USA, in hope of changing their status and to realize new
musical frontiers. They landed in Miami, staying with their
uncle, Emile Lammam. The two brothers began working in
the Arab nightclubs in the area. Eventually, Tasha Banat, a
dance performer well-known to American dancers, secured
for them a contract at Scheherazade Night Club in Oakland,
CA. After a few trips back and forth between Miami and San
Francisco, the Bay Area became their new home opening
doors for musical performance and collaborations. At one
point, Georges joined an ensemble at a new Arab nightclub,
The Pyramid, on Oyster Point, South San Francisco. A
wonderful place on the water with excellent cuisine and a
changing program, it was a cultural hub for the dance arts
January 2021
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Golden Stars Band
(Dubai) (1982)

community. To this and other venues, Arab artists began
coming for USA tours, with notable singers Ragheb Alame,
Milhelm Barakat, Ahmed Doghan and Mona Mara’ashli,
Toni Hanna, and Eli Shuri among others.
In l988, Georges met his wife, Jeanette Cool, who was
instrumental in helping him focus on creative options,
forming Amorfia Productions, a company devoted to
Arab cultural arts through recording, music education and
dance workshops. Georges recorded a solo album of violin
improvisation called Melodic Musings and soon began
recording with other artists:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Al Azifan with Antoine Lammam (1989)
Valley of the Kings, with Horatio Cifuentes and
Reda Darwish (1990)
Taswir (1998) Zindagi, (2000) and Shabaz (2001)
with Ali Khan Band and Rifaat Sultana
Planet Passion with Ancient Future (Matthew
Montfort) (2001)
San Francisco World Music Festival Anthology 2001
Meditations from the Holy Land (2001) and Kaballah
(2004) with Tal Skloot
Selsebil with his brother, the late Elias Lammam
and nay player, Bashir Abdel Al, brother of famous
violinist, Aboud Abdel-Al. (2002)
The Belly Dance Chronicles
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•
•
•
•

Dezeo with Consuelo Luz, ((2005)
Show Up (2006) and Peace Becomes You (2012) with
Holly Near
From Night to the Edge of Day, with Azam Ali (2011)
Carnival en Piano Charango with Eddie Navia and
Chucho Valdez (2013)

He formed the Georges Lammam Ensemble (with a variety
of different artists from the Bay Area) that brought a wide
spectrum of Arab music into innumerable festivals and
cultural events nationally and internationally.
A few highlights are:
• San Francisco World Music Festival
• Legion of Honor Museum, San Francisco - Eternal
Egypt Exhibit
• De Young Museum, San Francisco
• The Fine Arts Cinema, Berkeley: Original score and
live performance for the 1926 silent animated classic
film from Germany, The Adventures of Prince Ahmed.
• Youssry Sharif Weeklong Dance Seminar, NYC
• III Encontrol Internacional de Musicas e Dancas
Etnicas, Sao Paulo, Brazil with Farouk Tekbilek
• Traveling Jewish Theater, SF, as solo artist
performing original score for Blood Relative, a
timely play directed by Aaron Davidman.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arab Film Festival, San Francisco, CA – Music for
opening trailer.
Jawaahir Dance Theatre, with artistic director,
Cassandra Shore, Minneapolis MN
Middle Eastern Music and Dance Camp,
Mendocino, CA. Music Faculty (1991 – present)
Arab Music Retreat, Mt. Holyoke College (Simon
Shaheen/A. Jihad Racy)
Earth Day with Mickey Hart and Wobbly World.
Open Hands NP and Wobbly World concerts for
refugees in Chalkida, Greece
International Conference on Middle Eastern
Dance, Orange Coast College, California, 1997
with Mona el Said, Egypt and Amani, Lebanon.
Berkeley World Music Festival, Berkeley, CA
Ethnic Dance Festival with L’Emir Hassan
Harfouche, San Francisco, CA
USA 10 city tour from Kennedy Center – Aswat,
with Simon Shaheen
Dar al-Kalima University College of Arts and
Culture, Bethlehem, Palestine.

Steeped in the Arab classical traditions, with firm fluency
in maqamat (scales) and taqsim (improvisation) and a

love for the Golden Age repertoire of Mohammed Abdel
Wahab and the great composers of the time shaped the
core of performance and teaching for Mr. Lammam. He
taught workshops and classes at UC Berkeley (California),
Middlebury College (Vermont), San Francisco State
University (California), Humboldt State University
(California), Santa Fe Community College (Santa Fe).
Playing with musical artists from all around the world opened
new horizons for creativity, recording and composition.
Culturally rich musical alliances were made with many
wonderful artists. One of the first collaborations was with
Matthew Montfort of Ancient Future whose musical
oeuvre is devoted to global music fusion. Important musical
ventures began with Eddy and Gabriel Navia, while working
at Pena Pacha Mama in San Francisco. They toured Bolivia
in 2014 with musical concerts and joining with a Bolivian
dance company for cultural performances throughout the
country. From this musical immersion, a fusion duo formed
with Gabriel on flamenco guitar. Gabriel and Georges
again toured Bolivia in 2015 with much success. Together
they fuse classical/popular music from each culture and
have written original compositions combining beautifully,
Spanish and Arab influences.

Georges Lammam at Middle East Music and Dance Camp, Mendocino, CA; Courtesy Carl F. Sermon
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With Eddy and Gabriel Navia
in Bolivia, 2014

With Gabriel Navia in
Boliva (2015)

Gabriel Navia & Georges
Lammam - Hola!/Yallah!
A LatinArabian Duo

Concert review in
Bolivian Newspaper

Georges Lammam with
Mona El Said;
Photo: Laura Lee Intscher

Georges Lammam and Hassan
Harfouche - Ethnic Dance
Festival – 2019
(San Francisco Chronicle)

Photo by Carl F. Sermon
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Dance Theater Programs from various
years with Jawaahir Dance Company and
Cassandra Shore - Minneapolis Minnesota

Poster from Blood
Relative, an original
play by Aaron
Davidman about
Palestine/Israel;
Original Score:
Georges Lammam

Richard Michos (multi-instrumental artist and recording
engineer) with Georges Lammam

Georges is committed to recording projects, especially those
working with producer and musical artist, Richard Michos
with whom he has collaborated for two decades. Richard
is not only an excellent engineer with great aesthetics
but plays multiple instruments adding much flavor to the
compositions that sprout and grow right in the studio.
Georges Lammam Discography (Amorfia Productions)
• Melodic Musings – Solo Improvisation, 1993
• Souk al Amir – Exotic Musical Journey, 1995
• Fyom Weleleh – Suite for Dance, 1998
• Dreaming the Diaspora, 2006
• Oriental/Occidental, 2011
• Opus Omnia, 2017
Mr. Lammam’s compositions and performance excerpts are
included in scores for two award-winning documentaries:
“Occupation 101” and “Tea on the Axis of Evil”, and he
recorded a well-known folkloric debke in a 2016 feature film,
“Wrestling Jerusalem” by Aaron Davidman. Most recently his
music has been used by Art Forces, a nonprofit working in
Silwan East Jerusalem with a video in progress, “Our Streets,
My Home is Not a Suitcase”.
Music being integral to dance, Mr. Lammam performed live
music and with music discussions at many dance workshops
and performances with the following dance artists:
Music and Dance Seminars:
• Tambra Productions, Dallas, TX, with Shareen el Safy
Santa Barbara, CA
• Lois Marshall, St. Louis, MO, with Suhaila Salimpour,
Berkeley, CA

The Lammam Brothers (Georges, Antoine & Elias)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kashmira, Seattle, WA, with Suhaila Salimpour,
Berkeley, CA
Rose Productions, Santa Rosa, CA, with Suhaila
Salimpour, Berkeley, CA
Orange Coast College, Orange County, CA, with
Amani (Lebanon) and Mona el Said (Egypt)
Isis and the Star Dancers, Yaa Halla, Y’all, Dallas-Fort
Worth, TX, with Shareen el Safy, Santa Barbara, CA
Karavan, San Antonio, TX, with Karen Barbee
Kathryn Ferguson, Tucson, AZ
Shoshanna, Arcata, CA

Amorfia Productions workshops and performances, San
Francisco, CA, with
Amani, Beirut, Lebanon
Cassandra, Minneapolis, MN
Dahlena, Chicago, IL
Dalia Carella, New York City, NY
Hassan Harfouche, Los Angeles, CA
Khedi, Austin, TX
Mahmoud Reda, Cairo, Egypt
Vashti, Dallas, TX
Shareen el Safy, Santa Barbara, CA
January 2021
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Mr. Lammam is in the process of completing another
CD to be released in 2021 and like all artists, waiting out
the COVID restrictions that have stopped nearly all live
performances. He has performed in a number of ZOOM
programs to benefit Palestine and Lebanon, which is always
part of his cultural work, and hopes to rejoin fellow artists

soon to resume the joy and thrill of live music performance.
One may purchase Mr. Lammam’s recordings at various online
platforms or by ordering directly from Amorfia Productions,
71 Hartford, San Francisco, CA 94114 or georges@
georgeslammam.com or message through Facebook.

JEANETTE COOL
As Executive Director of the Sam Mazza Foundation, Jeanette Cool participates in supporting artists and arts organizations
throughout the Bay Area, nationally and internationally. She holds two degrees in Music Theory and for 18 years was Music

Director for a Bay Area Lutheran church. After hearing and studying Arab music, she was led to raqs sharki and became

an instructor and artistic director for a dance performance group for many years. With a deep passion for all Arab arts, she cofounded Amorfia Productions, along with her husband, Georges Lammam, Palestinian violinist, recording and performance

artist, who is a passionate emissary for Arab musical cultural arts. For 3 years, Jeanette was Secretary for the Board of the San

Francisco Guild of Organists and presently is Secretary of the Board of Directors for Bright Stars of Bethlehem, a USA nonprofit that supports Dar al-Kalima University of Arts and Culture in Bethlehem, West Bank, Palestine.
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VIRTUAL Performance Entries

Video Submissions until Apr. 5, 2021
8 Categories to choose from:
tinyurl.com/2021Categories

VIRTUAL Celebrity Judging
April 11 - 17, 2021

TOP 3 in each category invited to the
Virtual Finals Performance, Apr. 25, 2021
using your originally submitted routine.

VIRTUAL Finalists Announced

April 18, 2021 Noon PST

FB *LIVE*:

facebook.com/GlobalBellydanceXPO

wetransfer.com

$50

00.00

Grand P
rize!

Finalists “Perform” Virtually
Sunday April 25, 2021 1-4 PM

facebook.com/GlobalBellydanceXPO

5000.00 USD

Cash Grand Prize: $

Top 3 in each category (24 contestants) will have their
original video routine broadcast for the finals on Apr. 25.

The virtual champion in each category advances to the
“Champion of the Universe”™ category, with their originally
submitted video routine and the winner will receive
$5000.00 and be announced at the end of the show!
Enter 4 categories, get 1 Free!
Registration: tinyurl.com/2021RegForm
PayPal/Zelle/Venmo: BDUCVideos@gmail.com

Details: BellydancerOfTheUniverse.com
email: tonya-and-atlantis@charter.net

$

5000.00

USD

CASH for Champion of the Universe!

Champion of the Universe participates in the
Belly Dance Global Championship in Greece 2022.

BDUCAtlantis

Pay online with the following options:

PayPal.com
Venmo.com
Zellepay.com

GlobalBellydanceXPO
bellydanceroftheuniverse
BellyDanceUniverse

using: BDUCVideos@gmail.com

V irtual Performances !

Same Video is used for judging the Preliminary, Final, and Champion of the Universe!!!

0

$ 5000.0 e!
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Classes with our Celebrity Judging Panel
and Special Guest, TBA!!!
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Do You ZOOM ?
By Amaya

It was early March 2020. I was teaching my Thursday night
mixed-level class at my local recreation center. My teaching
space is actually the dining hall of this gorgeous, modern
City of Albuquerque building and it is a huuuuge space.
This evening I had the largest local dance class in my own
teaching history. Thirty students showed up! My typical class
was normally about 15-20 people but this class was unusually
large. I happily turned up my music and taught a riotous,
high energy class. My jokes were followed by much laughter;
the students danced up and down the room, shimmying
and undulating in unison. Afterwards, my assistant, Bobbie,
sold hip belts, show tickets, finger cymbals and more classes.
Everyone was super high! I floated home on a pink cloud.
…But there were ominous clouds on the horizon. Little did
I know that the following week the City would close the
center due to this scary sounding Corona virus. Little did I
know that this closure was going to last for the rest of the
year! Little did I know…
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By April, I started seeing my colleagues popping up on the
internet offering online classes. My heart and head said, “No
way.” I didn’t like the technology of lining up music, audio,
backdrop and camera. How does one actually “zoom?” The
idea of teaching to my computer instead of living beings
was hard to fathom. Sitting around waiting to the world
to come back to normal was turning out to be tedious. I
started wondering if the virus had “retired” me. No travel,
no classes, no performances, no workshops… My costumes
were getting dusty and lackluster in my closet. Was my
dance life finished? My life lost its sparkle.
Fast forward a few more weeks. My boredom and practical
side took over and I decided to give online classes a whirl.
It became plain to me that online classes of all types were
popular and I started to realize that the pandemic was not
going away any time soon. I decided that if I was going to
try virtual teaching, I was going to invest time and money
into this project and give it my best shot.

At the same time, by great chance, I ran across a
belly dance geek, dancer Heather Wayman. She
was offering consultations at a super reasonable
price. She was so knowledgeable, helpful and
one of “us.” She held my hand and guided me
through cables, speakers, mixers, more cables,
head-set and computer tweaking to get decent
quality sound. Heather had the patience of a Mahatma
Gandhi. I kicked my dear husband out of his office space
and created a small dance area for zoom classes. I arranged
lights, ordered a green, velvet curtain, removed most of my
furniture, set up a big TV monitor, moved out books, plants
and more. Then, I had to learn how to teach! After 30+ years
of teaching, I found that the technique was different. Unless
I turned my back to the camera, I had to reverse my right
and left directions to the students. Since my students were
muted, I was never sure if they laughed at my jokes or heard
my directions correctly. Could they see me? Could they hear
me?? Could they hear my music???

as my energy wishes. Even after the pandemic eases up, I
am sure that virtual classes are here to stay. Planning my
classes have kept me motivated to stay in shape, sharpen my
technique, add a higher technical level to my sound system
and I feel connected with many during these lock-down
times. I hope to continue this new way of doing things. Like
a dancer, one must stay flexible. I am glad I became open to
new possibilities. “See” you in class!
Amaya’s online class schedule updates on www.AmayaDances.com
Contact Heather Wayman for your zoom questions and set up
needs: BellyDanceGeek.com/awesome-audio

As of December 2020, Covid is raging on. Many businesses
are shut down and my city rec center is still closed. Yet, after
months of fine tuning, I am finally an online class convert!
There is a silver lining to this new way of teaching. Students
from Canada to Massachusetts are logging in. I can visit
with dance friends from throughout the world right from
their living rooms. Dance friends and dance students show
me their family dogs and cats on their zoom camera. Private
lessons are getting scheduled. From the safety of my home,
I find myself more creative, more attentive and busier than
ever. The zoom sky is the limit. I can schedule as many classes

AMAYA
Amaya resides in the Land of Enchantment,
also known as New Mexico. She enjoys an

eclectic life of green roasted chilis, sunflower
harvesting, writing, sunset gazing, fire fly

dancing and scratching the heads of her boys,
Mr. Smith, Buddy (rogue Scottie Terriers)
and Partner Pete. For more info on Amaya’s
dance see www.AmayaDances.com
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EV ENTS
2021
January
January 7-10
Online
Big Daddy Shin presents Best In World - A Taste of
Bellydance - 72 hours live instruction - 72 World-Class
Instructors - $100! Info: www.bestinworld.com

January 30
Texas, Bedford
The Wings of Isis annual Workshops and Hafla with The
Wings, Isis, guest dancers & musicians. 10 teachers!
Sunday - in person and on zoom - 6 Hours on Sunday!
Info: www.isisandthestardancers.com

February
February 13
Online
Pomegranate Studios present Valentine’s Day: A Show of
Love - Virtual Performance - 7pm MT over Zoom
Info: www.pomegranatestudio.org

February 21
31st Bellydancer of the Universe Competition & Global XPO
Finalists Announced via Facebook Live at Noon PST!
Info: www.facebook.com/GlobalBellydanceXPO
www.BellyDancerOfTheUniverse.com

April
April 5
Online
31st Bellydancer of the Universe Competition & Global XPO
Virtual Performance Entries/Video Submissions due - 8
categories to choose from! Finalists announced Apr 18!
Info: www.facebook.com/GlobalBellydanceXPO
www.BellyDancerOfTheUniverse.com
tinyurl.com/2021Categories
April 16
Online
Pomegranate Studios present From Seeds to Flowers: A
Spring Dance Celebration - 7pm MT on Zoom
Info: www.pomegranatestudio.org

May
May 1-2
Online
31st Bellydancer of the Universe Competition presents their
Celebrity Judges Seminar Series - on Zoom! Info: Atlantis
at BDUCVideos@gmail.com or text 310.990.9549
www.BellyDancerOfTheUniverse.com
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April 16-18
California, Concord
Rakkasah West Info: www.rakkasah.net
April 25
Online
31st Bellydancer of the Universe Competition & Global XPO
Finalists perform Virtually for Grand Prize!
Info: www.facebook.com/GlobalBellydanceXPO
www.BellyDancerOfTheUniverse.com

EV ENTS
2021
June
June 26
Online
Pomegranate Studios present Invaders of the Heart 2021:
Epoch - 7pm MT on Zoom
Info: www.pomegranatestudio.org
June 25-27
Texas, Austin
Amara Dances presents The Austin Belly Dance
Convention - 50+ hours of Dance Workshop, 20+ hours of
Instructional Music Classes & Lectures, 2 Spectacular Gala
Shows & Live Music, 2 ABDC Attendee Showcases, 15+
Amazing Vendors! Info: www.TheABDC.com
www.facebook.com/theABDC

July
July 17-19
California, Alameda
Carnival of Stars Festival
Info: www.pepperalexandriascarnival.com
July 22-25
Texas, Grapevine
Isis and the Star Dancers present the 20th Yaa Halla, Y’all A Gathering of the Stars in Texas. 4 Days & Nights of
Workshops, Shows & Shopping! Aziza, Amaya, Zoe Jakes,
Virginia, Kaeshi Chai, Susu Pampanin, Miguel Crespo,
Cassandra Fox, Sahra Saeeda, Silvia Salamanca & More!
Info: 817.498.7703 ; yaahalla@aol.com
www.isisandthestardancers.com

August
August 13-15
California, Fontana
Fahtiem presents Oasis Dance Magic featuring Jillina - 3
nights/3 amazing shows & 2 days of workshops
Info: www.fahtiem.com ; 626.810.7469
August 13-16
California, Pioneer
High Sierra Hafla & Workshops – 2 nights of live music,
and dance. Workshops with Elizabeth Strong, Asia,
Natalie Nayun, Faisal and more musicians.
Info: Joy Hope at raqswithgypsyflair@gmail.com or
www.stocktonfamilycamp.org/hafla

Would you like to list
your event?
Just let us know!
Standard Listings are only $5 for 5 lines
Premium Listings are $10 for 7 lines
(Up to 3 events/subscriber at no charge - but no
guarantee on placement - based on availability)
Some Requirements for Listings:
We currently use the font Arial with a font size of 9.
The first line MUST be the date and ONLY
the date.
The second line MUST ONLY BE the state,
followed by the city (country and city if
outside the United States).
Each subsequent line must fit within a column
width of 3.25”.
Listings must be for an event within one year of the
issue date.
To purchase or place your Event Listing:
Email us your listing at:
chronicles@isisandthestardancers.com
Then visit our Advertising section
(https://isisandthestardancers.com/CHRONICLES/
advertising1.htm) on our website at
www.thebellydancechronicles.com to pay online.
If you, as a subscriber, are emailing info for a free
event, please include your subscriber name.
You can also send a check and information to:
The Belly Dance Chronicles Magazine
P.O. Box 311
Colleyville, TX 76034

August 20-22
California, Los Gatos
Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan & Carl Sermon invite you to their
201 Diva Intensive Retreat at their studio. An intimate
retreat for intensive, personal professional dance
development. Perfect Your Inner Diva!
Info: www.mashuqa.com ; 408.356.9473
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FAISAL ZEDAN
By Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan

Photos by Carl F. Sermon Photography
www.reelsoundandlight.com

This is the life story of Faisal Zedan, percussion musician and recording artist. The story of
who he is and how he became the person he is today – a person who loves America because
he came here to learn something and to experience life through music and rhythm.

Growing up in Syria
I grew up in a small village in Southern
Syria (the village name is Oum Dbaib). I grew
up in a mostly quiet village with fewer people,
like 1000 people at that time, mostly farmers
and some craftsmen and other disciplines. I
was focused on school and living the village
life but with a bit more modern technology.
During the 19 years in Syria, I attended schools
in the village and in nearby small towns for
middle and high schools Up till I got inspired
to learn to play the Derbakki drum in 198687, (I was 15-16 years of age). Those last three
years of my life were a changing force when
I learned the drum and lost my focus on my
schooling. Without a doubt the sound of the
drum compelled me to follow it and I left the
village at age 19 and migrated to the U.S with
my family to live in California.
Life in Los Angeles and UCLA
In December of 1991, I arrived with my
family in Los Angeles, CA. During my time
in L.A. I was introduced to my new country
through work and music. It was a period of
instruction I received from UCLA Arabic
music class director professor Ali Jihad Racy in
early 1993. I was in my early 20s and this phase
lasted till 2001. I learned through professor
Racy a great amount of information about
Arabic music. Although not a formal student
at UCLA I had access to the music archive
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at the university. Professor Racy kindly acknowledged my
playing and asked me to join his student class as a performer,
gave me the same kind of materials that he was giving his
students, and got me involved in many UCLA related
performances and presentations. He also introduced me to
many people in the music and art field where I met many
notable musicians, composers, writers, dancers and many
other artistic disciplines.
Kan Zaman Ensemble
In 1994, after a short period of introduction to the
UCLA students and other musicians, I became involved
in the creation of the Arabic ensemble Kan Zaman, which
became a highlight in my music learning and performing.
Kan Zaman Ensemble became a platform to experience
classical and folk Arabic music. I led the percussion and
learned everything about Middle Eastern rhythms during
my stay in the band. With Kan Zaman I learned the much
deeper Arabic styles of classical music and got the chance
to experience and experiment with the Arabic classical
rhythmic system alongside popular urban and folk rhythm
systems. This learning and grounding period lasted 15 years.

Teaching and Learning at Middle East Music and
Dance Camp
In 1996, I was asked to teach at the Middle Eastern
Music and Dance Camp held at the Mendocino Woodlands
Camp in Mendocino, CA. It was my first teaching
experience, a highlight in my life, and furthered my music
path and career as a percussionist. And it made me more
determined to become a music teacher. The camp opened
my mind, heart and eyes to the rest of the Middle East and
other neighboring traditions. Since that first camp in 1996,
I learned and developed my understanding of all the Middle
Eastern, North African, Central Asian, Balkan and Greek
musical traditions. That gave me a better understanding
about my own Arabic tradition and its relationship with the
rest of the surrounding areas.
How “911” focused my passion to share my music and
culture

When the events of September 11th, 2001, took place,
it changed my direction in music presentation. Before that
date, I was just involved learning music to enjoy, to perform
and teach. Things were much calmer, and I had a day job as
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well, as a travel agent, till 2002. In 2002, I began to see that
our culture was under threat and our defense of our culture
was our music. Thus, I became more serious about showing
and teaching Arabic music, traditions and culture. I started
realizing the power of music to bring people closer together
and helping them understand the Middle Eastern culture
better. Since then, it’s been my personal passion and I have
a zeal and a continuous effort to spread the word of music. I
believe music can be the platform to bring people together
for a unifying human cause. That was the period that lasted
till I moved to the San Francisco Bay Area in 2005.
Profound discoveries
The first profound moment was at Los Angeles airport
in 1991, the moment I walked out of the airport to meet
the real-life America, not the TV America that I was fond
of and wanted to experience. I experienced that profound
feeling of regret that I had embraced a fake dream, and I
was now facing the reality that this was another country on
this planet and I must deal with it. But I was able to realize
quickly after that, that what I came to learn and experience
in America is even much better and more than what I
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thought I wanted from America. It was a big dream for me
to come to America and I’m glad I realized my path here.
The second profound moment was in 1996 when I
arrived at the camp in Mendocino. I’ve never seen Redwood
trees before and I was taken aback by the size of these
amazing giants. I saw magic and serenity in that forest. It
has been my spiritual place on earth for many years and
continues to give me the knowledge and experience that I
was seeking.
Key turning points alter my life
A key turning point that marked an important change
in my life story was when I turned 40 and my son Safi was
born. It was the year when I realized the vastness of the
universe and the moment when I got over my conventional
belief in the universe. Since my childhood, I had always
found myself contemplating the universe, life, and existence.
I like philosophy and science and I’m also very interested in
religious discussion. I kept searching and learning till that
moment when I learned about fractal geometry and the
presence of rhythm in the universe. It altered my thinking
about the whole realm of music and rhythms; and it started

another period of discovery and rediscovering.
I have had meaningful experiences that were deeply
profound, that provided a sense of transcendence, a feeling
of oneness with the world. I have pondered philosophies
and experienced many moments that showed me oneness
with the whole universe. Being a cannabis smoker gave me
the chance to experience a relationship with the oneness of
the world. I went through a period when I started learning
about eastern philosophies, Hindu, Buddhist, Taoism. Those
philosophies helped me come closer to understanding some
of the nature of our existence. Reading a book called “The
Power of Now” had a great effect on me. Learning about the
philosopher Alan Watts was another profound moment of
thought transformation.
I had a low or stagnant point in my life in the early
2000s; I felt like my drumming was not advancing enough
and I wasn’t sure what I could do with my path as a musician.
Fortunately, that didn’t last long and I didn’t get too low. I
was able to come out with a better understanding of what
I wanted with my life. My ex-wife, Rebecca Niemi Zedan,
was a great help and support to me through that period. She
was patient with me and tried to guide me to see and find
my own direction and path forward.

to school; however, none of them was able to change the
school’s decision. And so, I went without school for a year;
then, I registered at a private school to get my high school
diploma, but I left Syria soon after. By this time in my life
I was fully committed to the drum and my migration to
America happened soon after. As a result, I didn’t have the
opportunity to complete my high school education in Syria.
However, sixteen years later I got my GED diploma here in
Berkeley, CA, thanks to my wife Rebecca.
Central themes of my life story
The central theme to my life story is my love of music
and love for people. I find my love for music and love for
people has enriched my life with so many loving and helpful
friends and family who recognize the value of what I have
to offer both musically and personally.

Transitions and learning in my life
Looking back on my life and thinking about “key
transitions”, I can identify easy transitions that were not
difficult but set me on a different path. I remember in 2003,
I met a French musician who played Arabic Qanoun and
was experienced in classical Arabic singing and rhythms.
His name was Julien Jalaluddine Wise, and he was an
excellent guide who helped me learn to understand the
old method of counting Arabic classical meters. I needed
that breakthrough in my knowledge of Arabic music and
rhythms, and it happened through him. He passed on not
too long ago and I celebrate that his life meant so much to
me from what he imparted to me through his instruction.
I am fortunate that I have not experienced difficulties
beyond my ability to handle. Except the early period in
my life in Syria. When I was in 10th grade, I was already
playing Derbakki and this caused me to lose my focus on
school and I began skipping school. Until one day when
the school director decided to suspend me. I was suspended,
and it felt terrible that I was not allowed to go to school
anymore. As a result, my family was indeed very unhappy
with me. I tried asking for the help of some relatives who are
teachers and in the education department to help me return
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A circle is the shape that defines my life, my story, my
passion for music and sharing music with people. I love
all people and for me my philosophy is that obtaining
knowledge and creating a society that can achieve higher
understanding of our human existence is important to me. I
always find myself to be group oriented; I like group efforts
and musicianship. I take my playing as ensemble oriented,
not soloist.
My vision of America
Ma*Shuqa: Now that you know the life story of Faisal
Zedan, I believe it’s important to read what Faisal Zedan has
written about his vision of America.
Faisal Zedan – I believe in what I learned in this country
(This was written October 17, 2019)
•
•
•
•

I do believe in what I learned in this country.
In America, I learned that I have a journey to take,
to understand the true meaning of love and freedom.
In America, I learned that dreams and aspirations
may come true if you pursue them.
In America, I learned that this universe is too big
to be a god standing guard over our actions on this
planet, taking notes and preparing proper reward
and punishment.

•

•

In America, I learned that we are all the same in
every aspect of our lives as humans on this planet.
All colors, shapes and sizes don’t make lots of
difference, only on the outside it is different. But
from inside, we are the same.
In America, I learned that ignorance and

World is Sound - Faisal Zedan interview with Jef Stott at Middle Eastern Music and Dance Camp

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjhU_WzyPVU
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•

•

•

knowledge are universal. We all can be intelligent
or ignorant, we all evolve the same way and we all
need the same basic needs to grow in life and be
nourished properly till we find and serve our own
purpose for our own lives and the lives of the others.
In America, I learned that there is something
called…human potential. That the individual and
the collective potential to grow in life in different
ways can be more effective in building a modern
all-inclusive human society.
In America, I learned to respect the opinions of
others while maintaining my opinion if needed. I
learned how it pays to stand up for your thoughts
and your opinions, it pays to state your mind when
needed and it pays to listen to the others when
needed. I learned the art of listening to discussions
and arguments.
In America, I learned that anytime people decide
to come together, they will build a new civilization,
people always mix and create new breeds of humans
that are fit to carry on the human race. It hasn’t been
that long since the founding of America, and here
we have an American human with certain qualities.
A newer kind of quality that helped shape the
modern human. It’s not the best character but the
new qualities are a key element in the evolution of
the human race.

•

•

•

In America, I learned that acceptance is an essential
part of our collective human growth. The more we
accept each other, the more we can see through each
other’s lifestyle and we begin to understand more
and more, and it becomes easier to figure out the
proper solutions to our collective human society. In
a society that is made of many different lifestyles
and belief systems, acceptance becomes a necessity
to build a common path for the whole society. We
see lack of acceptance in action in many parts of the
world, and we see acceptance in action also in many
parts of the world, and we can see what the action
of acceptance does, versus the action of rejection
and what it does.
In America, I learned the value of music and
music making. I learned enough about the nature
of music to take it as the new old path to better
understanding of life.
In America, I learned to let go of the god mind
set and keep my faith in music as the ultimate
truth for humans at this dimension, in this infinite
universe. Music is not to be worshiped, but to
behold. Music has been inspiring every moment of
my life. I learned about life through music in ways
that a school would have not been able to teach
me. I couldn’t find a better teacher, a guru and the
explainer of existence like America.
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•

And in America, I learned that the bigger freedom
that we all dream of, is yet to be found. Lest we
realize that we all help create that freedom for each
other. The more we understand each other, the more
we set each other free from unnecessary boundaries,
attachments and bondage, and the bigger freedom
that comes when we understand our place on this
plane among the other creatures, and in this vast
unlimited universe. The more we find our place and
the more we understand the nature of this universe,
the more free we become and more certain of
conducting a new human society built on science,
music, love and respect for everything.

Faisal has produced several CDs and teaching videos.
AUDIO DOWNLOADS
For all songs by David Reihs, including belly dance
practice tracks from Datura Online and Henna, as well as
dhavir productions audio catalog can be found here:
https://gumroad.com/dhavir
VIDEO INSTRUCTION
All instructional video content, including music from the
associated courses can be found here:
http://dhavir.teachable.com

MA*SHUQA MIRA MURJAN & CARL SERMON
Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan has been performing, teaching, and coaching for over 45 years. Her Ma*Shuqa Method

gives dancers a structure for developing improvised choreography while performing with individualized styling.
Her workshop is perfect for teachers and dancers who want to enhance performance dynamics and styling. She has
authored many articles on aspects of professionalism and performance in Middle Eastern dance – including a key
work entitled “Raqs Sharqi Improvisational Taqasim Dance Part 2: The Performance Intersection of Music, Raqs

Sharqi, and Tarab” found at www.MaShuqa.com. Ma*Shuqa offers dancers extended study opportunity through

her Diva Dancer Professional Development Workshops which offer dancers topics on cultural aspects of music,

rhythm, and dance theory to enhance their weekly studies and performances. As a dance photographer – what she sees through the camera lens

reflects a dancer’s professionalism. Her husband, Carl Sermon, is well-known for his festival and performance photography of Oriental dancers.
Ma*Shuqa and Carl work together to provide artistic direction and performance photography for photo sessions with Oriental dancers. See their

work in The Belly Dance Chronicles magazine, The GildedSerpent.com E-zine, and www.CarlSermonPhotography.Zenfolio.com
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A Friend in Need

When her friend needed a kidney, Wings of Isis troupe
member Bonnie ‘Helena’ Hamilton stepped up to donate

Angela and Bonnie

Interview by Tammye Nash
In 2018, there were an estimated 2 million people worldwide
affected by kidney failure, and some 750,000 of them are
here in the United States, according to the University of
California San Francisco’s Kidney Project. There were more
than 100,000 people in the U.S. on the kidney transplant
list, but only 21,000 donor organs available for transplant.
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And the need for donor kidneys in this country was
rising at a rate of 8 percent a year.
That was the year that one of Bonnie Hamilton’s closest
friends was added to the kidney transplant waiting list.
And Bonnie stepped forward and volunteered to be a living
donor — to give one of her kidneys to her friend.

For Bonnie, offering to be a living kidney donor was,
on one hand, an easy decision to make. She wanted to be
able to help her friend get well. On the other hand though,
it was not easy at all. She had her own family — husband
Sean, and two teenage children — to consider. And, of
course, the risks to her own health and well-being were
very real.
And then there was belly dance. Having to give up
dance for a few months wasn’t something that was going to
keep her from donating a kidney to her friend. But at the
same time, Bonnie knew it would mean stepping away from
her role as Helena, a member of the Wings of Isis dance
troupe, and leaving her troupe mates to make do without
her. Thankfully, her fellow dancers were supportive and
more than willing to “cover” for Bonnie so she could take
the time necessary to help her friend.
After some delays and scheduling changes, donor and
recipient were set for surgery in the spring of 2020. They
were afraid that the COVID-19 pandemic might force
them to delay, but they were able to squeeze the surgery
in between COVID surges. The two women went under
the knife this past June, and both came through with
flying colors.
Recently, Bonnie sat down with The Belly Dance
Chronicles to talk about her journey as a living donor and
about getting back to life as usual after the surgery.
Belly Dance Chronicles: How did you and Angela meet,
and how long have you known each other?
Bonnie Hamilton: Angela and I originally met when
we were both pregnant, she with Erin, and I with Rowan,
over 18 years ago. I worked with her husband, Garrett, at
Fidelity Investments at the time. But we didn’t become close
until a few years later when I left Fidelity after having my
second child, Brenna. Since I was new at the stay-at-home
thing, and our kids were so close in age, Angela quickly
became someone I spent a lot of time with, as she was
homeschooling and I could easily visit with the kids. Rowan
and Erin forged a friendship at that time that would glue
our two families together.
When did she find out she needed a kidney transplant?
She had been sick for a while, and I think it took them
quite a bit to figure out it was kidney disease, perhaps
late 2017. In spring of 2018, she was added to the list as
a potential kidney recipient, and they put out the call to
family and friends.

When you found out she needed a kidney, what made you
think you would be a match?
I really had no reason to think we’d be a match; our ethnic
backgrounds aren’t even similar. But I had a funny feeling we
would be. Even more curious, as soon as I told my husband I
wanted to sign up, he was very hesitant and worried because
he “knew” I was going to be the one. He’s not a premonition
kind of person, but he still had that feeling.
Talk about the process you went through in deciding to
donate a kidney to your friend. What were the pros and
the cons you considered? What concerns did you have for
yourself? What about your family and how your decision
impacted them?
There wasn’t much of a process on my part. I decided
from the get-go that if my friend needed something to
be healthier, to potentially save her life, how could I not
give it to her? My kids immediately wanted me to do it if
I could. Rowan also wanted to sign up, but he was only 15
at the time.
As I mentioned before, my husband, Sean, was hesitant.
He was concerned for my health and my future wellbeing.
He ended up going to many of the testing appointments
with me, which eased his concerns. He was still worried
for me, but he supported me fully. My recovery was typical,
thankfully, and made as comfortable as possible thanks to
Sean’s dedicated support.
For some, from decision to surgery is a relatively short
process, maybe months. From the time I signed up until
donation was a little over two years. That’s a lot of time to
span not knowing when you will potentially be down for
several weeks to possibly months. Angela was very fortunate
to have a long list of people sign up for her. They tested a
couple of people before me, so I didn’t even get called to see
if I was a match until October 2018. My employers also get
kudos for being so flexible and supporting my decision to
do this.
To add to the issue of timing, I’m very active in my dance
studio, The Isis Dance Studios in Bedford, Texas. We have
several events throughout the year which require significant
time commitments, not only in the events themselves but
also the preparation. Having auditioned for and made the
Professional Performing Company in August 2018, I also
had my eye on auditioning for The Wings of Isis, the preeminent troupe in our studio. I did eventually make it into
The Wings, and I can’t thank my troupe mates and Isis
enough for not only supporting my decision to move ahead
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with kidney donation, but for making scheduling as easy
on me as possible each time we thought surgery was right
around the corner.
What was the one thing about donating a kidney that
scared you the most?
Initially, I was a little worried about the scarring —
vain, but true. Once I verified I could do the donation
laparoscopically and that my surgeon preferred the horizontal
bikini incision (think c-section) for removal of the kidney, I
moved on to worrying more about recovery — specifically
avoiding a hernia. I’m four months out from surgery right
now, and I still baby my abs, just be on the safe side.
After all the considerations, all the back and forth,
what was that one thing that really sealed the deal, that
overcame all the fears and potential drawbacks?
As I said before, I just couldn’t stomach the idea that I
had the potential to make someone else’s life healthier and
not do it.
Tell me about all the preparations you went through
leading up to the surgery? How long did it take you to
get ready? Did you have any counseling before (or after)
the surgery? How was the process complicated by the
COVID pandemic?
In order to be a living donor, you have to be pretty
healthy. They run you
through a battery of
tests. They take dozens
of vials of blood to start,
checking for red flags —
not only health problems
but also disease and
infections. Then they test
your kidney function,
which takes hours in the
hospital for the type of
test my transplant center
did. They do a CT of
your kidneys to see
their physical make-up.
Some people find out
at that point they only
have one kidney (which
happens in about 1 in
750 people), and that
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prevents them from donating. You are also evaluated by a
psychiatrist to determine if they think you are emotionally
equipped to deal with donation, the potential side effects
and if, in a worse-case scenario, your kidney doesn’t survive
transplant or fails only after a short time. They also require
you to have a support system in place for post-transplant.
Thanks to dance, I was already in decent shape. I went to
the gym regularly and tried to drink a lot of water, but I still
increased that, as hydration is one of the most important
factors in kidney health. Transplant surgery did help me stay
motivated to be consistent with working out and watching
what I ate and drank.
During the testing, I was given a mammogram that
turned up a lump. A biopsy showed it to be benign, but
out of an abundance of caution, they put me on hold until
the test could be repeated after six months. Thankfully, all
was fine, and I was eventually cleared to donate in August
2019. After that it was several months before my recipient
would be cleared for transplant surgery. This can sometimes
be tricky because, although they need the transplant, you
have to make sure they are healthy enough to go through
the procedure and have the best possible outcome.
As 2020 would have it, COVID hit just about the time
my recipient was deemed ready for surgery. We were put on
hold for a month or so. Eventually we would have surgery
in mid-June 2020. COVID also made it necessary for our
families to continue to isolate before and after surgery.
Bonnie and her family - Photo by Jennifer McCoy

While the rest of our area was starting to dip their toes in
the new normal, we had to continue to hide.
What was the process of the actual surgery itself? How
long did it take? How long were you in the hospital?
To remove my kidney, they made four small incisions
to insert tools on the left side of my abdomen. They used
air to blow up my abdomen and inserted a camera so they
could see what they were doing. The surgeon detached the
kidney from the adrenal gland, veins and ureter. It was then
pulled out through a 4-inch horizontal incision made just
at my bikini line by using a net they insert to retrieve the
organ. Some surgeons remove the kidney by hand. Some
transplant centers use robots to do the surgery. Rarely do
kidney donors have to do open surgery anymore, which
helps with recovery. They were willing to let me go home
the day after surgery, but I opted for one more night in the
hospital, so I was there two full days.
Tell me about the recovery process. What all did that
involve and how long did it take? Again, how did COVID
complicate the recovery?
Recovery was not too bad. I had already had two
children, so weeks of recovery weren’t completely foreign to
me. Air can get trapped in your body and can be painful
in your shoulders (of all places!) for a while, and this did
happen to me. But frequent short walks, a heating pad and
lots of sleep helped the time and the gas pass. I was able to
get off strong pain meds within four days post-surgery, and
after that it was just a matter of taking things slowly.
Due to COVID, we did have to be more careful when
we ventured out. You only want to walk your own block so
many times. But it was often too hot to walk in the afternoon
(it was summer in Texas, after all), and it was not safe for
me to walk indoors with unknown vectors, like at a mall.
So we had to be mindful of scheduling and trying to find
places that weren’t crowded. We also had already switched
to curbside for all shopping, so that continued.

another person’s body — making pee for them! Crazy!
I’m still careful about my abs, like I said before, and I
definitely work at keeping hydrated. I have to continue being
mindful of my body healing for a few more months, even.
Although I am basically back to normal, I still feel twinges
where things are healing, and I remind myself to not expect
my body to already do everything it did prior to surgery.
Tell me about Bonnie the Belly Dancer. How long have
you been belly dancing? How did you get started? Tell me
about your family’s involvement in the belly dance world
with you. When did you become one of the Wings of Isis,
and what does it mean to you to be part of that troupe?
How did going through the donation process affect your
dancing? And what, if any, impact did the fact you are a
dancer have on being a donor?
I first discovered belly dance at the Scarborough
Renaissance Festival in Waxahachie as an adolescent,
seeing Isis Bartlett and her troupe on the Gypsy Stage.
Photo by Chris Brown

Now that you have recovered and are back to pretty much
life as usual, what is it that sticks out the most in your
mind? What advice would you have for someone who
is considering becoming a donor? Are there any lasting
effects — good or bad — that you didn’t expect or weren’t
prepared for?
I’m still amazed at what modern medicine can do. It
literally blows my mind that my kidney is functioning in
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Bonnie with The Wings of Isis- Photo by Chris Brown

I immediately knew I had to learn how to do that! My
somewhat conservative mother disagreed. But upon
graduating college at Baylor University and moving back
to DFW, I joined Isis’ Star Dancer Studio in Bedford. After
years of hard work, I eventually found myself performing at
Scarborough Renaissance Festival as one of the Wings of
Isis — a dream realized!
During my years at Isis’ studio, I have been a member
of the award-winning troupe The Raksettes, Professional
Performing Company troupe Raks Maysan and now The
Wings of Isis. In addition to studying at my home studio,
I have attended the Las Vegas Belly Dance Intensive,
Bahaia’s Cabaret Dance Camp in Ingram, Texas, Aziza’s
DreamCamp in Val Morin, Quebec, and Coastal Belly Fest
in Santa Cruz, Calif. And of course, many years of Yaa Halla
Y’all, our studio’s four-day event that happens in Grapevine,
Texas, each summer — with the exception of 2020 of course.
See you in 2021!
Each of my immediate family members have attended
the Star Dancer Studio at one point or another, learning
Middle Eastern drum and belly dance. Even my mother-inlaw got in on the fun and is learning to play the doumbek.
This community that has become an extended family for us.
Donating a kidney put my dancing on pause for a few
months, as I was restricted from physical activity for six
weeks following surgery. Even after that I had to go slow
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and build back up my strength, flexibility and endurance.
Truth be told, I’m still working on it. As I mentioned before,
my fellow Wings and Isis have been so supportive and
patient with this process. It means a great deal to me to be a
member of this community.
I’m not sure that donation would have been in the cards
for me if dance didn’t keep me mindful of my physical fitness
and I didn’t have the good fortune of such a supportive
immediate dance family.
Tell me what I missed. What did I not ask you about that
you feel is important for people to know?
According to the National Kidney Foundation, 37
million people have chronic kidney disease, and 100,000
people are waiting for a kidney transplant. If you would like
to find out how you can help, please visit. You don’t have to
donate a kidney to help. You can donate your time and/or
money, and you can advocate for those that need help.
TAMMYE NASH
Tammye is a professional journalist and
amateur photographer living in Fort

Worth, Texas. She loves watching belly
dance shows and the chance to be part of
the belly dance community.
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Let’s Dance Online with Gypsy Flair,
“the Fiery Combo that Could”
By Stasha Vlasuk

Natalie Nayun with Stephanie Wright, Matt Wright and Faisal Zedan - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

A dancer’s recent comment struck home: “We practice in our
living rooms, pirouette through the kitchen while emptying
the dishwasher, even choreograph dance routines in front of
the refrigerator, all in preparation for our next performance
or class that is now not available.”
With the coronavirus pandemic stretching out for months,
we’ve realized the show must go on(line).
Using the August 2020 experience of a central Californian
band, musicians and dancers, this article educates and
advises how you can produce a successful Online Hafla for
your own dance community. From idea to accomplishment,
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it addresses the challenges, recommends the solutions, and
encourages a basic understanding of the method. In this
way, you can create an Online Hafla for your own local
dance family, the ones you have been missing.
Why do you Dance/Teach/Perform? Your answer may
include to connect and share, to educate and entertain: these
all involve assembling community. How are we supposed to
get together when we are told to stay six feet apart?
In the current Covid times, our important dance lives
have not held their treasured position while we focused on
simply keeping the rest of our lives functional (working and

homeschooling, etc). Your invitation today: take a breath
and move into reclaiming your dance community resiliency.
It’s true that the immediate future of belly dance may mean
lots of distance between dancers and audience. At the outset
of safer-at-home, online belly dance classes popped up fairly
quickly, yet the camaraderie of our own, local, community
events - Haflas - have lagged behind. Currently, I see classes
and festivals quickly jumping on the virtual bandwagon.
Dancers the world over are performing on social media
from the safety of their living rooms, inspiring us to crank
our own tunes and dance like nobody’s watching. Large,
expensively produced events are effective and accessible;
how can we make that success more grassroots obtainable?
Using the real time experience of a group probably not unlike
yours, let’s examine the way you can create and produce
your own Online Hafla. Solos, which can be danced almost
anywhere, will dominate pre-vaccine times, yet consider
physically distanced group performances in sparkly face
masks. I’ll bet you already have a computer with email.
Zoom, YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram are an advantage
for the foreseeable future. A PayPal account would allow
guests to send tips or donations to the performers. You
may already have these tools; if not, easy tutorials are a web
search away. Let’s get started.

we wanted to do it again. After the pandemic limited inperson gatherings, events we had attended had gone online,
for example “Mullah’s Teahouse”, “Lark Camp” and “Hot
Raqs”. Look for help from those of your extended family and
your performers who also have Tech experience. Build your
team and Communicate, Communicate, Communicate.
About one month before, I felt completely overwhelmed
and was ready to pull the plug. Dan [Cantrell, Balkan music
performer and instructor] and Elizabeth [Strong, Roman
dance performer and instructor] were my angels; they
offered to coordinate music from the instructors.” Joy also
received important help from Hot Raqs’ Mike Owens as
Tech Crew head, who advised “have a good time and your
audience will too”.
Next, prepare your tools and technology. Joy needed to
update her computer RAM memory from 8 Gb to 16 Gb,
upgrade the graphics card [a computer chip designed for the
task of processing video] and increase the wifi upload speed
so that she could screen share videos. “The most important
message is: don’t be afraid to play around. The only time I got
scared was replacing my graphics card; if you are a novice in
computer, have someone do this one for you. I spent under
$100, then I was able to keep my 6-year-old computer – boy
did I feel empowered!!”
Is your wifi speed adequate? Find out at www.speedtest.net.
“I had to update my upload speed with my cable provider.
Upload is the one you care about; mine is now 12.05 Mbps,
now the picture and sound on the video are good and in
sync. Make sure you are using an ethernet cable to bring
signal from the router to the computer. Check your network

Meet Stockton California’s Joy Hope: musician, healer and
peace activist. She is also the violinist (along with Torrey
Stadtner, oboe, and Joe Lewis, dumbec) of Gypsy Flair,
a Middle Eastern music ensemble. In 2019, Torrey and
Joy created High Sierra Hafla and Workshops. Enter the
pandemic and now we’re at today’s
Zoom Hosts: Torrey Stadtner and Joy Hope - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope
discussion, High Sierra Hafla, August
2020 – ONLINE! We’re following
how they did it, without any previous
experience.
First, reach out to those who inspire
you. Joy shares, “our first High Sierra
Hafla was in 2019, a brainchild of
Torrey’s and inspired by his two
loves: Gypsy Flair and Silver Lake
Stockton Family Camp. We used the
Middle East Dance Camp and Lark
Camp as models. It was hard work
but an awesome weekend, we knew
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connection on your computer to make sure it recognizes and uses the
ethernet cable.”
Now, “Figure out your budget, this will govern many of your other
decisions. Pick your dates and engage the performers and instructors.” A
month in advance of the event, Joy invited all teachers, musicians and tech
crew to talk about the vision and mission, giving her the inspiration and
knowledge to go forward. “Start with a master plan, and take tons of notes.
Determine the schedule of activities in the event. If you’d like people to be
able to donate to the event, PayPal is easy to set up. Set up and test an email
address for PayPal donations if needed.”

Tim Bolling: Beginning and Intermediate Middle Eastern
percussion - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Create a preliminary flier and distribute it: “we
used Facebook, Instagram and email. Advertising
was problematic: how do we put it under the nose
of as many people as possible? Torrey has joined
many online belly dance groups, so ads went
there. Ask team members to share ads on their
networks.”
Stasha’s insight: MailChimp (mailchimp.com)
is an easy, fun and beautiful email newsletter
program, free for under 1000 receivers!
“Since some of the presentations were filmed, I
had to decide on a file sharing protocol: If you are
prerecording anything, select a storage place so
the videos can be delivered to you and shared. I
went with Dropbox; it was simpler than Google
Drive for me. There are lots of others.” Set up
deadlines for receiving videos from anyone who
is prerecording. Notify all team members about
the storage to use and set up any permissions.
Elizabeth Strong, Greg Jenkins, Dan Cantrell - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope
Make sure the deadline leaves some space for late
entries. “Plan to be calling a lot as the
Sean Tergis, Tim Bolling, Faisal Zedan, Greg Jenkins - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope
deadline approaches.”
Joy had a learning curve to use Zoom.
“I had to learn Zoom. You can install
basic free Zoom. Familiarize yourself
with testing mic and video in Zoom.
Evaluate camera and mic on your
computer and update the webcam if
needed. Add microphones for voice
and/or instruments if needed. Check
lighting. What lamps do you want?
Close blinds on windows? Remember

Elizabeth Strong: Turkish Roman Dance 101
Images/Screenshots by Joy Hope

Faisal Zedan: Doumbek (derbakki, goblet drum) Drumming,
Middle Eastern Rhythms - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Greg Masaki Jenkins: Balkan Favorites with
Greg Jenkins - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Dan Cantrell: Balkan music - instrumental
Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Stephanie Wright, Matt Wright, Faisal Zedan
Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Natalie Nayun: Creating Dynamic Dance Combinations
& Choreography - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Tim Bolling, Faisal Zedan,
Greg Jenkins, Dan Cantrell
Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Asia: Zambra Mora Dance
Photo by Patrick Killeen

Matt Wright and
Stephanie Akers-Wright:
Intro to Drumming with
Melody - Image/Screenshot
by Joy Hope

Stephanie Wright, Matt Wright, Faisal Zedan - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

to test in the time of day that you will be broadcasting. A
friend gave me a second monitor - and I’m totally hooked
on having two. Then you can set Zoom to the Dual Monitor
setting and get two views of what is going on. You can do
more work setting up the next videos and stuff while still
monitoring the event.”
“There are important settings in Zoom for music,”
Joy continues, explaining “Zoom was set up for voice
transmission; instruments are not the same. These changes
allow the best of the instruments - particularly percussion
and singing bowls! - to come through.” The Zoom Help
Center has concise instructions, and I’ve seen many YouTube
videos devoted to this as well.
“Decide what you want to show on the screen before the
event starts while participants sign in and then prepare it can be video or just a slide. Then update your profile photo
so it shows on the screen when you Stop Video. We put our
request for PayPal donations there.”
Learn how to Screen Share to show videos on Zoom: in
their Help Center, search “Starting a new screen share and
optimizing for full-screen video”. Once again, many YouTube
videos can also instruct you.
“Learn how to record your Zoom session,” Joy advises, “it’s a
very simple setting. Practice recordings were really valuable
during my learning curve. I got to see and hear what the
audience will experience.”
Determine how you want to decorate the area where you
will be broadcasting.
Get a co-host, there’s a lot going on - another set of eyes and
hands is good. The co-host can do everything you do except
end the meeting. Put together notes about what the hosts
will talk about.
“In Zoom we chose Webinar for our evening performances:
no one can talk or be seen unless they are promoted to
Panelists - that’s how we were able to show the virtual open
floor dancers at the end of our Hafla. Everyone has access
to Chat. We chose Meeting for our workshops: the teacher
can see everyone and students can see each other. They can
unmute themselves to talk. Chat is also available. We chose
to monitor Chat and interrupt the instructor at convenient

times for any posted questions. Some instructors also
watched Chat so we didn’t have anything to do - that was
OK! If you have more than 100 people attending, upgrade
Meeting and Webinar for that.”
“We gave participants instructions on how to log into a Zoom
meeting, they just had to join using the number sequence,
they did not need to download Zoom.” A Zoom account is
not required if you are strictly joining Zoom Meetings as a
participant. If someone invites you to their meeting, you can
join as a participant without creating an account. A Zoom
account is only required if you need to create your own
meetings and send invitations to participants.
You can create a YouTube channel for free and live stream
your event to it. To read the YouTube complete guide, search
How to Live Stream to YouTube. “If you are live streaming,
assign someone to watch Facebook or YouTube for any
comments. Our stream had seamless presentation plus it
was saved and available for future viewing! We did this for
the performances, not the classes.”
With all your technology in place, set up a rehearsal with
anyone that will be live. Plan that you will need a second
one. Create and distribute your final flier, and update your
Facebook page.
“For the evening events, Dan Cantrell used the program
Acapella [a multitrack tool] whereby each musician could
take their own turn recording in a different location, then
synched together into beautiful music - it’s awesome new
technology we get to enjoy.”
To illustrate Acapella, meet one of High Sierra Hafla 2020’s
teachers and performers, one of the legends of California
Belly Dance, Asia Teressa Killeen. With a full background
in regional dance styles of the Middle East, Asia is a
performer, teacher, choreographer and costume designer
in the traditional style of belly dance “Raks Sharki”. A
career belly dancer of over thirty-five years making her
living in San Francisco’s Arabic cafes and night clubs, she
has taught belly dance since 1973 including at Universities
in California and Michigan. She is the director of both San
Francisco’s Arabesque Belly Dance and Stockton’s Chimera
Dance troupes. From beginners to professionals, her
students populate her performance companies, illustrating
her impressive ability to include all levels, ages and body
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https://youtu.be/fzrVKEO9TSU

Asia’s Zambra Mora Performance - an illustration of Acapella

types into joyous performances that have delightfully
entertained the galas of San Francisco’s most recognizable
organizations and individuals. www.arabesquebellydance.
com For the Online Hafla, Asia performed (and taught the
next day) Zambra Mora, a fusion of Spanish, Arabic and
East Indian dance.

easy to follow, and built on each other to create a
complete choreographic piece, as well as useful individual
combinations to add to your performance repertoire.
Helpful mirrors were placed where both front and back of
the movement were seen. The completed choreography
was then demonstrated with the music; the link for the
music was provided for personal study.

The event ended with Online Virtual Open Floor dancing.
The band played and the virtual attendees danced in front
of their cameras with the hosts switching screens between
their different filming localities to share the great fun time all
were having. It was a sweet way to end the evening. The Live
Stream video is still viewable, come enjoy all the performers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTOf7fUIDyA

Students saw each other on the Zoom Gallery View,
“that made it worth it” one student commented.
Facebook comments were positive, including “got 80% of
choreography”, “very inspired, incorporating Zambra Mora
into my performance” and “a lot of fun, had a plan, had
good content”.

Next day’s classes were Zoom only, and using Asia’s
Zambra Mora class, exhibited the hurdles of this
platform. The class took place in a large open studio and
started with good visuals, yet audio had feedback issues
(it helped when viewers turned their volume up all the
way). Undaunted, Asia quickly overcame this by using
the traditional “follow my steps” style. Despite this snag,
her choreographic phrases were clearly demonstrated,

As the teacher, Asia observed “you feel so lonely, you just
talk to the screen.” Unable to see all the students clearly
on her laptop, she suggests connecting the Zoom screen
to her TV, to view larger images. She currently teaches via
Zoom, running her advance tech rehearsal with a couple of
her students to check all details. She recommends a hand’s
free microphone and play CDs like a usual class; advance
testing has shown this to be effective.
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Additional Hafla dancer videos following the instructors

Kira Starfire
Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Magenta with drummer Nick Auriemmo - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Nageena with Gypsy Flair - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

Marie - Image/Screenshot by Joy Hope

An advance tech rehearsal of class is meant to alert the
producers to audio challenges and allow the teacher to create
zone marks on the floor to indicate best dance parameters
and personal lighting. For this Hafla, Asia had a successful
early tech rehearsal, so it’s unclear when the class sound
degraded. Somehow between the tech run-through and
the event, her microphone selection on Zoom was altered.
Asia explained that although she had her phone (her music
source) connected to her computer wirelessly via bluetooth
to the laptop’s Headphone Microphone source, perhaps that
source was not selected on Zoom; perhaps it was pointed at
the alternate: Computer Sound Only (when you play your
music on iTunes or another streaming source). The answer
is uncertain, yet multiple tech rehearsals may help sidestep
this issue. Simply expect and allow extra time for technical
difficulties because you will have them, guaranteed.
Joy’s final thoughts: “The computer thing is fun, a pleasure.
The event was so much fun when we actually did it, worth
the big work it took to put it on.”

STASHA VLASUK
Stasha is an author, performer and teacher
of Shamanic Middle Eastern dance and
costuming that spans many decades.
From Folkloric to Contemporary styles,
in supper clubs, on stage and in film,
her captivating performances since 1975
exceed 14,000 shows: across America, Europe, North Africa and the
Middle East. stashamania@gmail.com
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August 2020 High Sierra Online Hafla, Performers
and Teachers
Tim Bolling
Beginning and Intermediate Middle Eastern percussion
Elizabeth Strong
Turkish Roman Dance 101
Greg Masaki Jenkins
Balkan Favorites with Greg Jenkins
Natalie Nayun
Creating Dynamic Dance Combinations & Choreography
Faisal Zedan
Doumbek (derbakki, goblet drum) Drumming, Middle
Eastern Rhythms
Dan Cantrell
Balkan music - instrumental
Asia
Zambra Mora Dance
Matt Wright and Stephanie Akers-Wright
Intro to Drumming with Melody
Additional Hafla dancer videos following the instructors :
Najeena with Gypsy Flair
Magenta with drummer Nick Auriemmo
Kira Starfire
Marie

Performance Professionalism
Part 8

How to Move on from Mistakes
By Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan
Photo provided by Ma*Shuqa,
photographer unknown

Despite your best and most creative efforts, you may experience a mistake
during the performance. Don’t despair. I’ll share some performance failures I
observed as an audience; and one of my very dramatic personal performance
failures. I’ll discuss what you can do to prepare for the performance fumble,
and provide a process for analyzing the mistake to prepare for a future excellent
performance. And, most importantly, how to move on from mistakes.

Performance Problems Do Occur
You’ve likely been in an audience and watched a performer
have a momentary problem arise during performance.
The discomfort in both the performer and the audience is
palpable, and you may hear a gasp as the audience seems to
hold their breath until the performance resumes after the
flaw. What determines whether there is a satisfying outcome
of the performance problem is what the performer does on
stage to resolve the issues.
The Show Must Go On in the Face of Failure
My advice is to acknowledge that even as good as you are
at your level of performance, skill, and creativity, you are
not perfect. Further, you are often at the mercy of your
performance environment. A sudden gust of wind at an
outdoor performance can cause your hair to fly in your face,
stick to your lip gloss, or your beautiful, shimmery veil to
wrap itself around your face.
Once, I had bizarre music when my music on cassette tape
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had stretched due to heat. The music played either very slowly
or sped up and sounded like gibberish. It was not a fun
performance as I tried to match the strange musical pacing
and musicality. I watched hundreds of people in the audience
aghast with some complaining to the sound technicians
about sound quality. The “show must go on” is not always
the best advice – I hoped that the tape would break – but it
didn’t. Funny thing…. all these years later, only two people
recall that terrible performance. It’s fascinating that a still
image from that performance doesn’t illustrate the problems
in that performance.
Normal Reactions and Planned Performance Response
Here is some advice on how to handle issues during a
performance. A natural human response is to wince and make
a face or mouth an expletive. We hope this happens only in the
audience and not on stage. A performer can prepare for this
inevitably human response to wince during a performance
problem. I coach dancers to “rehearse the moment when you
will automatically wince and want to make a comment.”

Ma*Shuqa performing to the problematic taped music during a show in 2002

My coaching advice is to turn the facial wince into a broad
smile or a cute sweet look. Change the verbal response to
the performance problem into a planned response – e.g.,
change the “oh, no!” into “an oue, ah.” I suggest changing
an expletive to the German “Scheisse” – which leaves your
mouth in the “ah pout.” Just for fun, look up the English
translation of this German term. If I ever use this German
term, it creates an internal giggle when I think about the
translation – and thus, I always smile after saying it.
While doing either or both of these practiced responses, plan
to make the awkward moment into a staged performance

highlight. For example, change your expression, improve the
movement quality, and transition to either a pose or a traveling
movement highlighted by ending in a pose mirroring
the musical phrase. Or, perform the practiced response in a
dramatic momentary pose; and then emphasizing a new
movement sequence to match the music.
Real-time Performance Failures
Let me describe two other failures in a performance that
no one in the audience realized were failures. During one
performance years ago – the dancer dramatically ended
her show running to the side of the stage – then abruptly
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stopping and slowly sliding down to a supine position.
Why? What the dancer and we didn’t realize was that
the sidewalls of the stage had been painted black. The
dancer had planned to exit the stage, but had run into the
cement wall and really was knocked unconscious. I recall
watching that exit on the TV monitor in the dressing
room, and all the dancers said “wow, what a dramatic
performance exit!” – because we didn’t know it at the time
that the dancer was unconscious.

Failure Analysis Process Applied to Performance
Correcting mistakes should be integral to the onstage
performance and post-performance learning. Thomas
Watson Sr, the founder of IBM, said of errors: (I paraphrase)
“You’ve got to put failure to work for you – you can be
discouraged by failure or learn from it. Go ahead and make
all the mistakes you can…because that’s where you will find
success. On the far side of failure.” Don’t let a misstep make
you fall flat on your face in performance.

Another time, after commenting to a dancer on her really
unique show at a Middle Eastern nightclub on Broadway
in San Francisco, CA – she said, “Oh no, you’re kind – you
didn’t see my fall.” The dancer had stepped on her chiffon
skirt, slipped, and fell into a supine position and posed
dramatically. In truth, the dancer suddenly dropped to the
stage very hard on her hip – and upon feeling the pain,
she put a hand to her head. It looked like she performed a
dramatic dance descent to the floor and posed for a theatrical
effect before starting her floor taqasim dance.

I believe it is helpful to learn from mistakes. We can learn to
recover from errors using “failure analysis” – yes, a strategic
business assessment process to plan for future success. Don’t
despair. Analyze the failure, understand, and learn.

Learn and Burn, Then Re-pattern
When teaching floor dance, I include many examples of
potential problems that might occur, and how to cover them
and move the performance along. Another critical behavior
I counsel in performance coaching is to react to the moment
– then learn and burn. Learn from the mistake and then let
it go. It’s critical during a performance to respond and be
a creative dance artist, but even more important to move
beyond that momentary anxiety.
If we don’t move on mentally – the audience will detect an
issue, and the flaw in your performance will influence your
movement quality. Yes, you can “see and visualize” panic,
distress, anxiety, and other emotions that become part of
our performance if we let it. What audiences see is body
tension, altered movement flow, less dancer confidence,
strained facial looks, and/or less dancer engagement with
the audience.
The concept of “learn and burn, then re-pattern” helps us to
let go of the past that we can’t change and then reset for the
next time we may experience a performance problem. Since
we can’t change the past, we must learn from our mistakes.
It’s how we handle them that sets us apart. Confucius said:
“A man who has made a mistake and doesn’t correct it is
making another mistake.”
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1. What went right? Most mistakes have redeeming
qualities. Identify the things that went well. Incorporate
those small victories into your next performance. For me,
the two dancers who recall that “strange music show” give
me kudos for becoming the dance coach and performer
that I am today – and not quitting from embarrassment.
And, thank goodness the still photos don’t indicate a
performance problem.
2. What went wrong? Analyze the performance failure
and how it tripped up your performance. Make a list of the
circumstances that led to performance failure, so you are
clear of the root causes. I learned it would have been helpful
to have backup music for a hot-swap of the audio recording.
It’s a practice I still do for every performance – and I’ve
found that even pre-planned recorded music on devices or
computers have had issues – and DJs were thankful to have
the backup copy of my music.
The funniest remembrance I have of that ill-fated show…the
backstage staff person assigned to keep track of performance
time, with a wry sense of humor, said: ”Wow, impressive
your show was precisely 10 minutes – most prima donnas
go over the time limit.” The problem was I had a 9-minute
show, and the cassette tape had stretched into an agonizingly
awful 10-minute show.
3. Why did it go wrong? Could you encounter a bad
situation due to the environment (as the black-out painted
sidewalls of a stage)? Walk the stage before a show and
check the stage for specifics: surface quality, lighting, and
cords, side scrim, or walls, for example.

For my ill-fated performance with poor music quality, if I
had listened to my cassette before the show, I would have
known about the problem. (As it was, my only notice of
an audio issue before starting my performance – was
overhearing the audio staff screaming into the earphones of
the stage manager – “her music is f*cked, and we won’t play
it.” The stage manager replied: “She has to go on – she is one
of the festival instructors.”
Ask those who observed the performance mistake or failure
and get their perceptions of what resulted. When you do,
you can begin to understand why things went wrong and are
better able to avoid future errors or be prepared to cover them.
4. Are you repeating mistakes? Look at past failures and
mistakes and determine whether something in performance
behavior might have avoided the problem. As Winston
Churchill said, “If you simply take up the attitude of
defending a mistake, there will be no hope of improvement.”
While we can’t avoid performance problems during a show,
we can prepare to be professional and handle how we appear
to the audience. (e.g., Nice to see that my performance
posture and attitude looked great in a still photo from that
horrid performance.)
5. What can you salvage? After-action evaluation
(post-performance review) is an excellent process to find
something useful to understand and improve for future
performance. Your performance will improve if you can repurpose your reactions and behavior, and put into action
plans for future performances. OK, here’s my advice to self
- be prepared to smile and still look great, but perhaps also

plan to exit the stage gracefully. Now I have some great
real-life examples to share and offer dancers studying with
me at our Diva Retreats.
Sharing What I Learned from Failure
Personally, I learned from that appalling performance –
that to this day, when viewed again on videotape is still
horrifically awful – that as horrible as that performance was
– few recall the performance problems. I learned the hard
lesson that sometimes “the show shouldn’t go on.” I should
have just waved a gentle goodbye exit to the audience who
were captivated by the bizarre music audio quality and my
very strange performance.
My Failed Performance Becomes a Teachable Moment
It’s good to have a failed performance experience to share as
an example of “what can go wrong in live performance.” I
acknowledge that I am a product of my education, business
teaching and consulting, and professional performance
experience. Thus, I can share my own analysis of failure and
a failure analysis process that can assist others in surviving
and thriving with performance failure.
In my long performing and coaching career in dance – that
long-ago experience on stage in front of hundreds of people
– gives me a truly personal story to share and laugh about
today. Seeing that performance recording without audio is
hilarious to watch because it’s uneven and my movements
are strange because I attempted to match the peculiar
musicality. I find watching that performance time and again
is still painful to watch, but provides a great lesson and
forever a teachable moment in time.

MA*SHUQA MIRA MURJAN & CARL SERMON
Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan has been performing, teaching, and coaching for over 45 years. Her Ma*Shuqa Method

gives dancers a structure for developing improvised choreography while performing with individualized styling.
Her workshop is perfect for teachers and dancers who want to enhance performance dynamics and styling. She has
authored many articles on aspects of professionalism and performance in Middle Eastern dance – including a key
work entitled “Raqs Sharqi Improvisational Taqasim Dance Part 2: The Performance Intersection of Music, Raqs

Sharqi, and Tarab” found at www.MaShuqa.com. Ma*Shuqa offers dancers extended study opportunity through

her Diva Dancer Professional Development Workshops which offer dancers topics on cultural aspects of music,

rhythm, and dance theory to enhance their weekly studies and performances. As a dance photographer – what she sees through the camera lens

reflects a dancer’s professionalism. Her husband, Carl Sermon, is well-known for his festival and performance photography of Oriental dancers.
Ma*Shuqa and Carl work together to provide artistic direction and performance photography for photo sessions with Oriental dancers. See their

work in The Belly Dance Chronicles magazine, The GildedSerpent.com E-zine, and www.CarlSermonPhotography.Zenfolio.com
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Preventing
Dance Injuries
By Dr. Yamila Cruz

Photos provided by Dr. Yamila Cruz

Dr. Yamila Cruz
photo by BeyoutifulPortraits

Yamila performing with cane, wearing heels

Like any type of sport and physical activity, dance can be very
demanding of our bodies and not doing it correctly can put a
toll on our bodies. Dancers perform repetitive movements for
several hours a day, a couple of days a week. Studies have shown
that dancing five hours a day, or longer, leads to an increased
risk of stress fractures and other injuries. With belly dancers, we
also use a variety of props, like candles, swords, wings, and veils,
among others, that can add risks in our performances.
On top of the intensive training hours, many dancers get little
time to recover between the sessions, have restrictive diets, or do
not get the appropriate nutrition to maintain the body healthy
and help heal injuries. No one wants to have an injury, especially
an athlete, a dancer, that depends on their bodies to perform
at its maximum. From the biological science’s point of view,
physical performance is mainly a function of an individual’s size,
shape, sex, age, and physical fitness, however, there are different
ways we can prevent injuries. One of the main ways is having
proper biomechanics.
Biomechanics is the scientiﬁc discipline that studies the
mechanical principles of human movement and provides
information on muscular function and its characteristics. In
general, biomechanics may enhance a dancer’s ability to detect
the root causes of faults (positions, imbalances) during particular
66
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movements, avoid movements that may potentially cause injury, and
secure the best possible use of their natural abilities.

Posture

We all know proper alignment, the arrangement of the body segments
and skeletal structure in a vertical column with respect to the line of
gravity, is crucial. Maintaining good posture, shoulders level, feet
shoulder width apart, straight back, neutral head, balance, knees… but
sometimes when dancing we do not pay enough attention to those details
and eventually incorrect form can create lots of problems. I recommend
you record yourself, check how you are placing your body, seek help
from your instructor or a colleague. Verify if, for example, when dancing
with a candelabra maybe without noticing at first hand, you are tensing
your shoulders or even clenching your teeth, trying to concentrate and
dance gracefully. Do rehab (PT, Massage, Chiropractic…) with a Dance
Specialist, who can help you have the proper biomechanics and prevent
and/or heal injuries. Dancing is our passion, but we need to take care of
our bodies to make sure we are not putting more stress on it. Here are
some tips that can help prevent injuries.
Keep an eye on:
Hair tosses: We all love a good hair toss when dancing, but if they are not
performed with care and you do not warm up and stretch before doing
them, they can compromise your neck and even cause minor whiplash.

Yamila

Dry-needling
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Jumps: When you land a jump, your knees absorb 3-4
times your body weight and if you do not land properly, it
can not only affect your knees but also hips and feet. Most
injuries in dancers are in their feet and ankles. Repetitive
movements like jumps can create micro traumas that can
eventually develop into more serious injuries like fractures.

Overtraining: Your body needs to rest! Dancing for
too long or too often can lead to a wide range of overuse
injuries. Shin splints and stress fractures in the feet are
common dance-related overuse injuries. Overtraining can
lead to fatigue and a tired dancer tends to lose form. Falls
and injuries caused by sloppy technique are more likely.

Turning: Make sure to spot something when doing turns;
the neck can suffer in the turns as well. When you are
spinning or doing half-turns, make sure you rotate your
feet along with the rest of your body. When you twist your
body and keep your feet planted, you strain your knees, your
ankles, and your hips.

Balance: Balance is very important for your overall alignment,
especially when we are balancing swords, candelabra and
other props on top of our heads. A mild displacement can
injure the neck. Practicing balance exercises, like doing some
Yoga postures, can help prevent future injuries.

Stretching and warming up/cooling down: Appropriate
stretching/warm-up and cool down can prevent muscle
strains while dancing. Muscle strains are caused by sudden
contraction of a muscle and poor flexibility. It has been
shown in several research studies that a great deal of injuries
can be prevented with appropriate stretching and warm-ups.
Stretch

Balancing

Proper hydration and nutrition: We know water is
important, but a lot of dancers (due to the long hours of
practice) tend to not drink the appropriate amount of water.
Keep a bottle of water close to you and hydrate. It can reduce
fatigue, help your skin, regulate body temperature, help with
the muscles and coordination, among other things.
Nutrition is very important, too…having healthy fats, carbs
and proteins. Calories are our fuel and good nutrition can
help repair and recover injuries, prevent bone loss and
muscle weakness, and increase energy. Have some healthy
snacks handy when you are practicing (smoothies, carrots,
hummus, nuts, fruits…)

Flooring and shoes: Not all floors are appropriate to dance
on, and we know sometimes we have to perform on different
stages that might not be ideal. When practicing, make sure
that the floor is adequate to dance. Avoid concrete flooring,
unlevel floors, and check to see if it is slippery, etc. Shoes
are also an important thing. Make sure they are fitted
appropriately. Blisters, bruising and ingrown toenails can be
caused due to ill-fitting shoes.
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DR. YAMILA CRUZ
Dr. Yamila Cruz is a Dance Instructor, Belly Dancer, Dance Medicine

Specialist, Chiropractor, AIP Certified Coach, Dry Needling, Cupping
Certified, and a 200 Registered Yoga Teacher. One of her goals is to help

dancers and instructors reduce their risk of injury and perform at their

full potential. She believes in teamwork (Dr/Patient) and likes to educate
her patients and help them with tools for recovery, prevention, and overall
healthy lifestyle. www.locowellnessco.com

~ CD REVIEW ~

Unveiled - Featuring Mal Barsamian on Alto Sax
by The Ed Melikian Ensemble
By Ma*Shuqa Mira Murjan
Photos provided by Ed Melikian

For Ed Melikian, oudist, this album represents the
culmination of nearly 60 years of playing Armenian and
Middle Eastern music throughout New England, and in
major cities across the U.S. and abroad. Ed says, “In putting
together the music for the album, I’ve tried to present
several different styles, which represent the genres I most
enjoy playing and listening to.”
Ed has toured throughout the United States and abroad
and has been performing and recording professionally for
well over 6 decades. Before releasing his latest recording
featuring his band, The Ed Melikian Ensemble, Ed recorded
many albums with many of the top musicians and singers
in the World Music genre. His repertoire consists of
authentic music of Armenian, Greek, Turkish, Arabic, and
Israeli cultures, melded together with western, jazz-flavored
improvisational flare. In the mid to late 1970s, Ed recorded
3 albums with the late King of Belly Dance Music, George
Abdo. Generations of dancers who love the music of the
Flames of Araby Orchestra are already familiar with the
beautiful oud music by Ed.
Ed shares his lifelong commitment
and passion for music: “My interest
and love for this music started as a
young child, listening to my father’s
music collection. I would spend
many hours each day listening to
those records, imagining what it
would be like to someday play the
Oud, and this fascinating music.
I feel very fortunate to have been
able to turn my dream into reality.

I continue to feel this way whenever I play the oud.” says
Ed. Thus, Ed has dedicated this album to the memory of
his parents, Sarkis and Paris (Andonian) Melikian, for their
loving encouragement and support
of his musical dream.
This album contains a wonderful
selection of Armenian, Turkish,
Arabic, and Persian pieces, and even
a song by Simon and Garfunkel.
Teachers and advanced dancers will
appreciate the challenge of music
with a variety of rhythms including
2/4, 4/4, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8, 9/8, and
even 10/8. This music provides
professional performers with a

Ed Melikian
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wide range of music suitable for restaurant shows and party
events (when the world returns to normal after the pandemic
and we will again perform for appreciative audiences).
My music reviews usually include information about the
rhythms, instrumentation, and dance styling opportunities
in the music. In this review, I’ve also included my own
Ma*Shuqa Method notation to capture the rhythmic patterns
in the musical phrasing of this Armenian and Turkish
music. If you have questions on how to decode the “number
patterns” depicting the riffs, rhythm, and musicality in these
pieces, I am happy to answer your questions – send me an
email with your questions (Mashuqadancer@gmail.com). I
teach improvisational dance, reminding dancers that the best
performances are a collaboration of the music and the dance
movement. I encourage dancers to listen for these musical
patterns and rhythmic riffs in the music – then mirror the
patterns in your dancing. I want to empower dancers to
understand Middle Eastern musical structure, rhythms, and
styling, so they will be able to perform live with bands.
Track 1 - Hijaz Dolap: This piece begins with an amazingly
beautiful and soulful oud solo. Perfect for starting a show
on stage in a pool of stage lighting for a slow taxim. Then,
the piece moves into a happy sounding Hijaz maqam, for a
4/4 piece Malfuf with oud, saxophone, and finger cymbals.
I love the Armenian styling in this piece with the small
musical breaks featuring percussion. There is an oud solo
with lots of picking accompanied by fast percussion – which
allows the dancer to do a “fast taxim – with undulations
overlaid with shimmies”. Then, the saxophone solos with
the fast percussion providing the background for fast
rhythmic taxim, with the dancer following the snaky sounds
of the saxophone. Listen to the finger cymbals – Phaedra of
Boston, MA, uses a musical method to play both rhythms
and patterns that follow the musicality of the phrasing and
breaks in the songs. This piece provides an opportunity
for the advanced performer to showcase her rhythmic
knowledge and performance skills.
Track 2 - Armenian Medley: This piece starts with a lovely
10/8 rhythm that features clarinet in a lively piece. This
piece would be fun as a “tip dance” to perform amongst an
audience. I imagine some Armenian patrons might want
to get up and join the dancer in performing folk dance
steps. An excellent piece for teaching dancers to perform
this challenging piece by keeping up with the rapid pace of
70
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Ed’s parents, Paris (Andonian) Melikian and Sarkis Melikian, in a
photo taken around 1927, just before their wedding.

the percussion in this piece while also dancing to the lyrical
musicality of the clarinet.
Track 3 - B Minor Special: This piece begins with a solo
saxophone taxim. Then, there is a 2/4 piece with a typical
Middle Eastern musical pattern – descending tones, then
a swaying feeling with 3 note riffs, and also 7 note riffs.
Listen for the 3 – 2 – 1 – 3 musical pattern. There is a fast
oud taxim with 2/4 percussion, oud syncopation, and fast
strumming. Saxophone solo follows for an exciting taxim
with undulations and backbends layered with shimmies. The
piece ends returning to the melody with the 1 – 3 – 1 – 5,
2 – 2 – 5 melodic pattern. Indeed, this is a special piece
that offers so much for teaching many aspects of stylizing
performance to mirror the musicality. An excellent piece to
use in competition to showcase a dancer’s performance skills
and talent.
Track 4 - Oriental Fantasy in D: Listen for the rhythmic
pattern in this piece: 1 – 3 – 1 – 3 – 1 – 3 – 5 – H. Try
it – this is the riff pattern for the melody in this 4/4 piece.
This would be a nice piece for a dance troupe to perform
debke steps together in a line. Then, during the saxophone
taxim – soloists could step out of line and perform short
solos – while the rest of the troupe does shimmies and arm

movements. Such a happy piece with saxophone taxim for
contrast with music that stirs the soul.
Track 5 - Kef Medley: Jay Baronian on Dumbeg and Vocal
2/4 with fun vocal. This is a fun piece that combines 4 different
songs to form this medley. These pieces are old Turkish folk
songs: “Tin Tin”, “Bom Billi Billi Bom”, “Yangin Var”, and
“Andanali”. This medley would make a fun show at a Turkish
party or restaurant. I’m sure the Turks in the audience would
join in and sing. The energy of the dance during the song
“Andanali” ramps up in response to the “hey, hey, hey!” This
piece might work well for a dance troupe in a sort of “Maypole”
format, dancing around and through dance formations on
stage with veils for a spectacular performance. Envision a
nice traveling ¾ shimmy with chasse – then mirroring the
saxophone taxim with standing taxim. The second piece of
the medley could feature males in the dance troupe dancing
with vim and vigor.
Track 6 - Dancer’s Delight: Listen to the way the finger
cymbals played by Phaedra complement the music, catching
the musical phrasing and the breaks in the music. I can
see Phaedra performing musically to the music, blending
her movements and finger cymbals playing together for
both a visual and aural performance. The oud taxim and
the saxophone taxim is the time to perform without finger
cymbals, and dance a fast taxim with undulations that mirror
the instruments. The melody returns with finger cymbals –
allowing for fun arm movements and finger cymbal playing
that accents dance movement.

Track 9 - Seghan E Arad: Jay Baronian on Dumbeg and
Vocal. What a lovely clarinet solo at the beginning of this
piece backed by oud. A 5/8 piece that provides a lilting
and moving musicality with vocal. Ed says, “This is an
Armenian folk song - picture a group of friends who have
come together to celebrate their friendship with Armenian
wine - i.e., Lift your glasses, my friends!” This piece would
be lovely as a finalé piece for a troupe – dancers dancing
while holding skirts and swirling and moving in formations
on the stage with soloists featured during the vocal – and
the troupe dances off stage as the song ends.
Track 10 - Karshlama: A reasonably paced 9/8 karshlama
piece that makes it possible to dance and play finger cymbals
in interesting patterns. Listen to the finger cymbals and try
this pattern (1 – 1 – 1 – 3 – 1). The clarinet solo is beautiful
against the 9/8 percussion. Ed’s Oud solo provides a
challenging section with his fantastic oud strumming taxim.
Teachers will appreciate this moderate tempo karshlama
piece for teaching 9/8 while playing finger cymbals.

Track 7 - Laz Bar: 7/8 rhythm is featured in this folkloric
piece. It would be fun to incorporate the folk-dance steps
as traveling steps in an Oriental dance performance. Fun
opportunity to dance while performing rhythmic accents
with hips, shoulders, head movements. Try a chasse-step
pattern, layering traveling steps with two undulation steps
with shimmies and level changes.
Track 8 - Mastoom: I’ve never heard a more beautiful
rendition of “Mastoom”. The piece begins with an incredibly
soulful oud solo that challenges even the most advanced
performer to mirror. Clarinet leads in this piece with
the traditional musical passages and rhythmic patterns.
Percussion leads into a fast oud solo for a section to feature
dancing a fast taxim with perhaps a veil. Then, the music
returns to the main melody and rhythmic pattern.
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Below: Ed Melikian

Mal Barsamian on Alto Sax

Ken Kalajian on Guitar

Gary Kashmanian on Dumbeg

Rich Kazarian on Clarinet

Track 11 Bursa: A folkloric piece that could be danced with
troupe members holding hands and dancing a line dance.
What a soulful clarinet solo – perfect for undulations that
mesh with the musicality of the clarinetist’s playing and
accents. The oud solo features a detailed fast taxim typical of
Armenian music with note patterns that run up and down
the scale and become more intense as the oud collaborates
with the clarinet.
Track 12 Acoustic Medley: East to West: This piece begins
with a dramatic oud and guitar that moves into a melodic
6/8 song. You could dance this piece with Persian style 6/8
traveling steps, adding ¾ shimmies. The sound in this piece
almost sounds like a “court dance” from the Renaissance era.
Ed says: “This is a 3-song medley played in waltz rhythm:
the first is a Turkish song – “Bekledim”, followed by an
Armenian song – “Yarus Daran”, and the third song is the
American Simon & Garfunkel song – “Scarborough Fair”.

Hence, as the title suggests, we moved from the Near and
Middle Eastern music to Western music, or musically from
East to West. A beautiful oud solo against a guitar – provides
a musical backdrop for a waltz-like dance movement –
perhaps featuring a female and male dancer duet. The perfect
performance song for a restaurant frequented by Americans,
and Middle Eastern Turkish and Armenian customers.
In summary, I believe dance teachers should have this
CD in their musical library as it’s perfect for bringing the
joy of Armenian and Turkish music to their teaching, to
troupe shows, and in developing talented and skilled solo
performers. I know of no other album that contains all of
these rhythms and offers so much content for teaching.
This music is a “delight to the heart and brings happiness
and smiles when you dance to this music”. You can order
this Unveiled CD directly from Ed Melikian by contacting
him: oudplayer@hotmail.com.

MA*SHUQA MIRA MURJAN
Ma*Shuqa had the special opportunity to perform with Ed Melikian when he played with the “Flame of Araby
Orchestra” with George Abdo, in 1974 and 1975 at the Averof restaurants in Massachusetts. George Abdo’s record
“The Art of Belly Dancing” had just been released and I was fortunate to enjoy the music of this famous album live with
the Flame of Araby band.
Ma*Shuqa is known internationally as the “elegant” performer with a unique style of dancing which blends the
music and dance into a compelling art form. Ma*Shuqa teaches a unique Ma*Shuqa Method approach for dancing and
playing cymbals in performance and improvised dance to live music – a style of playing finger cymbals she picked up
dancing with Turkish bands in Germany. She was the first dancer to dance with Isis Wings – and is known for her performances with Isis Wings.
Ma*Shuqa teaches weekly classes and private classes at her Los Gatos Hidden Garden Oasis Dance and Photography Studio. She has been
teaching and coaching for over 46 years and is known for the Ma*Shuqa Method format of developing unique dance styles – that brings out the best in
each student. Ma*Shuqa specializes in private coaching for competition and to foster the development of unique individual dance signatures. You
can “see the professional difference” in Ma*Shuqa’s students - they have their unique performance styling.
Ma*Shuqa is a staff writer for online The Belly Dance Chronicles magazine (available as a FREE download) and has researched and written
articles on performance aspects of Oriental dance – including music reviews, and articles providing dancers with information on musicality and
rhythms. She published a series of articles on posing and working with a photographer; and another series on aspects of performance professionalism.
Every year Ma*Shuqa teaches a weekend Diva Professional Development Intensive Retreat. The Intensive Retreat includes instruction in
rhythms, maqams and musicality, dance movement to match musical structure and designs, and a method for developing your unique dance
signature. See www.MaShuqa.com
Ma*Shuqa and her husband, Carl Sermon, a performance photographer, offer photo sessions at their Los Gatos Hidden Garden Oasis
Photography Studio with coaching and posing for professional performance images for dancers. www.CarlSermonPhotography.Zenfolio.
com See Ma*Shuqa’s unique Rhinestone Bling masks at this website. Ma*Shuqa is a featured dancer in the documentary “Icons of American Belly
Dance” by Amaya of New Mexico.
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~ EVENT REVIEW ~

Night in the Global Village
Online Haflas
Nizana

By Nizana

Photos provided by Nizana

The concept of online haflas caught on after a couple
of months or so without dancing in person due to the
pandemic, and I decided to get on board with that idea back
in mid-April. I started asking around to see who might be
interested in co-sponsoring such a venture with me and I
ran one on my own before I found Yalayna considering a
similar idea. And so, Night in the Global Village (NGV)
was born. Note that I live in
Florida, and Yalayna lives
in my old hometown of
Spokane, WA. Neither one
of us being big on the actual
Zoom moderating part in
the show, agreed Yalayna
should ask Nefabit to
moderate. She agreed, and
the NGV haflas got going!
Yalayna has assisted in signing up some dancers, including some fun Shimmy Mob presentations.
Her graphics work for dancer pictures and the event flyers have been creative, colorful and
sometimes, even animated or with music! Her keen eye has helped cover questions and minor
issues during live streaming and her lovely dancing is joyous and well executed. Nefabit has
been the consummate hostess/moderator on Zoom, always calm and together, even the one
rude time we were Zoom bombed. She has moderated one or two haflas a month for NGV
and is a beautiful, award-winning dancer, as well, that graces our stage.

Yalayna
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The list of dancers filled up immediately, and I knew there was a hunger for more. I needed
more Zoom moderators! Luck would have it, the lovely Paloma, right from the town I’m
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currently living in, stepped right up and also makes for a
fabulous hostess/moderator. Paloma makes the event flyer
and also performs, typically fusion, and she is always creative
and exciting to watch. We filled the lineup right away with
local dancers and from around Florida, as well as others
from across the country. With both of these teams, I would
give each hafla its own name, often tied to the season.
I found that I still couldn’t keep up with the dancers who
wanted to dance - returning and newcomers. So, I reached
out to David Metz in Seattle, who is also a drummer, and
the “Live in the Global Village” series was born, and we are
coming up on LGV5 as of this writing. Dancers have been
able to dance from whatever state or country they are in
to…yes, live drumming! It has been a total blast to get to
dance to live music again and those spots fill up super-fast!
David is a great drummer who is in demand in the Pacific
Northwest, and having this added to the NGV lineups has
been a real treat. And yet…
Still needed another moderator to help back up the other
team members’ availability, so who do I add to the NGV
team but the delightful, knowledgeable, talented and lovely,

Saqra? Saqra and David played in a band together before
she moved to Texas and that has stemmed into yet another
co-venture of sorts online, Raqs Lite, as they test out how to
play long distance together with the dancers, yet somewhere
else, to provide live music opportunities, including at
upcoming NVG haflas. Saqra’s graphics skills get lent to the
event flyers for the events she moderates, and she put up
an archive for our events on her page. And of course, it is
always great to see Saqra dance!
I have been thanked numerous times, not only for providing
an inclusive, regular, well-organized place to dance, but
for helping keep people “sane”…or getting through health
conditions, or to give them something to look forward to.
While these haflas are a lot of work and take up a lot of
time, these sentiments are what drive me. It provides me joy
to be able to do this during these difficult times. Our “silver
anniversary” is slated to be Dec 5th.
Even though I have skipped one Saturday a month (typically
4 pm PST/7 pm EST), the lineups fill up a couple months
in advance and I am booked through November and have
lists going for December already. We’ve had dancers from

Nefabit

Saqra

David Metz

Paloma
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coast to coast, granted with a large number from FL, WA
and CA, where I’ve been part of their dance communities.
We have also had international dancers included from
Belgium, Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom,
and France. We are inclusive, all styles, ages, colors, and
abilities are welcome. This IS a hafla, and it is family-friendly
and culturally sensitive. We host dancers from students to
Serkan Tutar, Kaeshi Chai, Sadie, and Aziza of Montreal!
I have more special guests lined up; contact me if you’d like
to dance (if we’re still doing this when you read this.) You
never know who might show up in the Village!
NIZANA
Nizana
has
been
instructing,
performing, studying, choreographing,
troupe directing, event producing and
otherwise being engaged in the Florida
(where she resides), Washington (State),
Hawaii, and Bay Area California dance
communities. A published author, she
is a long-time writer for “The Belly Dance Chronicles.” Nizana and her
“occasional troupe” (the rest of the troupe lives in WA), the Desert Silk
Dance Company, can be found on Facebook and events on one coast or
another! Photo by Robert Akins Taylor

The BDC wants YOU!

WE WANT TO PUBLICIZE YOUR EVENT - Please send us articles and photos!!
WE WANT YOUR GREAT ARTICLES - We’re also looking for writers in Tribal,
Tribal Fusion, Fusion, Restaurant critiques, Cultural histories, How-To’s such as:
Costuming, Choreographing, Physical and
Emotional preparation for dancing or dance
performances. Write us an article about your
passion in subjects you would like to see published.
WE WANT TO PUBLISH YOUR PHOTOS - If you have
a great photographer who has terrific pictures for your article or
event, let us know. We can’t be everywhere (darn!), but with your
articles and your photos, you can help our readers and us feel like we
have been there, or be excited about wanting to attend your events!!!!
We’d love to hear from you!
chronicles@isisandthestardancers.com

The Averof Restaurant
Porter Square
Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA
Founders and Owners 12/31/1971 – 6/1/1996
Raymond Bandar and John Bandar (Brothers)

Interview with Raymond Bandar by Dorothea Rourke O’Regan

How did you get your
Eastern Restaurant?

idea of owning a

Middle

Since the moment I landed in the USA back on Dec 21,
1955, I yearned for our Middle Eastern Music and Belly
Dancing shows. I was always on the lookout for any such

club, in whatever big city or small town I found myself.
But I never imagined myself a restaurant owner and
a nightclub operator of Greek and Middle Eastern cuisine,
music, and belly dancing.
I started as a Structural Engineer working in San Francisco,
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CA, at Tudor Engineering, and then Stone and Webster.
That was back in 1960. It seems like eons ago. Much has
changed in 60 years.
From California, I transferred to Oregon, Maine, and finally
to Boston, MA, to the home office of Stone and Webster
Engineering. Thus, my home-city became Boston!
When and what was your vision?
Dorothea’s note: This is important information for
dancers, musicians, and audiences to know about and
thus fully appreciate the “behind the scenes work” it took to
create a successful restaurant and dance venue. How does
one go from “hiring the mom who was the chef at a small
Greek restaurant” to gradually becoming “the go-to venue
for great Middle Eastern food and live entertainment!”
As I have said, I ventured into the vast land of the USA
back in Dec of 1955. It was truly an adventure at that time,
especially not speaking English because my education in
Lebanon was at the Frere Maristes in French. Somehow,
I managed to acquire the English language fairly easily.
That was helped by my having studied Latin and other
romance languages.
In 1969, John, a younger brother, decided to join me in
Boston. Lord and behold at a certain night at 2:00 AM, my
brother John surprises me at my apartment at Tremont on
the Common in Boston!
I was thrilled to have a family member join me. We are six
brothers and three sisters. You can imagine the loneliness
that overshadowed me, being with a large family and then
finding myself all alone. I was jubilant with the arrival of
my brother John. He was very smart, with great technical
and handy ability. However, he just could not apply himself
to reading, lectures, and your typical college curriculum. In
search of what to do, I pondered an idea…….

Establishments - Club Khayam, El Morocco, and The Casbah.
Places which I would frequent to quench my burning desire to
hear our music. All three establishments were somewhat laid
back. The standard and the operation did not fit my character
neither musically nor gastronomically; however, like the adage
says, the one-eyed is a king amongst the blind!
I initiated an inquiry with a Greek restaurant owner in Park
Square, where I used to enjoy lunch a couple of times a
week. I asked him…what do you think about establishing a
Middle Eastern Restaurant with music and belly dancing in
the Square? His response was negative, explaining that the
Square is pretty much saturated with restaurants and night
clubs. But then - He also told me that there was a small Greek
restaurant in Porter Square Cambridge that was owned by a
couple who were assisted by their two teen-aged daughters,
and... that the business was available for sale!
I knew Harvard Square in Cambridge; however, I did not
know the location of Porter Square. I got in my car and
drove along Massachusetts Ave, through Harvard Square
and into Porter Square, a mile North of Harvard.
I arrive at 1972 Mass Avenue in Cambridge! Here I am,
face-to-face with the location: It is a corner store, with split
plate-glass windows covered with two curtains along the
upper part of the windows and another curtain on the lower
part with a Budweiser Neon Sign on one window and a
Schlitz Neon light sign on the other window.
I enter the restaurant. Inside, I see that there are a couple of
coral chandeliers with five light bulbs each, and Comboloy
(Greek Worry Beads) hanging from the chandeliers as
well as cordons of garlic heads. A very simple and modest
establishment with 20 seats and a tiny bar with an underside
beer and wine refrigerator. The restaurant at this midafternoon hour is dimly lit. I walk in deeper and I see the
two teenage girls sitting at a table.

I was working at the Statler Office Building in Park Square
Boston. There was a store for rent at the Motor Mart Garage
in the Square. I thought to myself: Eureka! I got the answer
for my brother John. We can rent the vacant store and create
a Middle Eastern restaurant with music and belly dancing!

I ask them if I could see the manager. One of the young
ladies goes to the kitchen, and promptly appears back with
whom I presume would be their mom. I introduce myself
and the mom greets me. I mentioned that the owner of a
Greek restaurant in Park Square referred me to her because
this restaurant business is for sale.

In the theatre district nearby there were three Middle Eastern

The girls became very excited, because they are already
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overtired from helping to run the business, and probably
they have been in that restaurant since they were born. The
girls immediately expressed their desire to their mom – “Yes
mom! Sell! Sell!”.
The woman then said, “You have to talk with my husband”.
She had that very sympathetic voice, that could tell you “Yes,
I want to sell, but the last word remains with my husband”.
I make an appointment to meet and discuss the sale with
him. The time period was July 1971. I invited the family to
my residence at Tremont on the Common, on a Sunday. I
told him to have everyone bring their bathing suits because
we had an outdoor swimming pool on the 6th floor. The
conversation went very smoothly, and I accepted his asking
price, without any haggling. To optimize the details of the
purchase for him, who was retiring, and to enable his wife
to maintain a stream of income, I requested that I will be
honored if she will remain the chef. That was the icing on
the cake!
The following week we started filling out applications,
arranged for the transfer of common victual license and
liquor license. All of that took almost six months.

Six months into the business at the Averof, I needed to
expand the restaurant and the seating capacity. I had to
buy out an adjoining store. I bought out the business, made
architectural drawings for the expansion, and negotiated the
new lease with the landlord. No more than another six months
pass us by, that I need another expansion! We were on fire.
We could do no wrong. The appeal to the customers of the
atmosphere we were offering as far as food, entertainment,
dancing, and ambiance was beyond description. We had the
perfect symbiosis.
Now, I figured, I better purchase the property before the
landlord gets it in his head that this could be a lifetime
rental income which could increase on an annual basis. I
approached the owner about purchasing the property. He
asked for a very high price for that time as far as the value
of the property. But, I knew that if I did not acquire the
property, I would be enslaved to him via the rent.
P & S signed, purchase completed, I was the owner of the
property. With regret, I had to evict the occupant of the
next two stores. Fortunately, the owner of the business
Raymond Bandar at the Averof

On Dec 28, 1971, we finalized all our paperwork and the
transfer, and we were given the keys to the building. We chose
the name “The Averof Restaurant”. Our address was 1972
Massachusetts Ave. Cambridge, MA!
Here we are on the vigil of the New Year and no business
plan. A quick thought came to my mind: Let a few friends
know of our intention of having a New Year’s Eve Dinner
Party with live music and belly dancing, and all of that
offered at $10.00 per person. I contacted two experienced
musicians and a professional belly dancer. The musicians sat
on the windowsill and the dancer performed on a threefoot-square board stage and danced around the tables. The
capacity doubled to 40 guests. We ended up that evening
with wall-to-wall people. What a charm!
By 3:00 AM, the champagne had been popped, the balloons
had burst and the crackling noise-makers had fallen silent as
we emptied the restaurant. As I am locking the front door,
I notice the numeric address of the restaurant on the door:
1972! At that moment I knew my lucky omen and the great
support from the customers and staff.
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therein was able to successfully relocate. I got the architect
and the contractor to get on the drawing board and design
my new expanded Averof, bringing the seating capacity
to 350 guests. We managed to pack them, with lots of
Epicurean Cuisine and lots of delight and belly rolls. Thus,
the property at 1972 Massachusetts Ave. was acquired in
1973. The Averof under my management operated from
Dec 31, 1971, to Aug 31, 1975.
Unfortunately, on August 31, 1975, the Averof burned
to the ground due to a cigarette butt in the trash. I was
heartbroken and disillusioned for all the hard work for 3
years and 8 months, for it all went up in smoke. I almost
lost all courage. However, on the following day, I was able to
acquire another property at 1924 Massachusetts Ave., and
obtain necessary permits for rehabbing that building, and
have a grand opening in just 2 weeks!
Thus, we reopened on September 17, 1975. That was the
miracle of Porter Square! We were fortunate to have loyal
followers and clientele who gave us a very successful business
until I closed the Averof on June 1, 1996.
What

and who helped you the most in both the

purchasing of the properties and building the
business?

the children, the Averof would be an establishment that
the kids would want to show their parents and give them
something different from what they were used to in their
respective hometowns of typical American atmosphere.
The moment you entered the doors of the Averof you were
transported to the Mediterranean to the exotic lands of
Greece and the Middle East.
Who helped you with the interior design and set up?
I knew exactly what I wanted for an atmosphere and design
for the exterior as well as the interior. On the exterior, I
designed archways around the windows, just like in
Morocco, and finished the exterior walls with white rough
stucco, just like the homes around the Mediterranean. For
the interior decoration, I wanted brass lanterns, some with
beads, different lanterns with stained glass, but all hanging
with brass chains. It created a very unique Mediterranean
look so that the moment you entered the main front door,
you found yourself transplanted to another world and
immediately got immersed in that atmosphere. Additionally,
there were many wall hangings and carpets depicting views
of the Middle East as well as the romantic tapestry of Antar
wa Abla, the Middle Eastern Romeo, and Juliet, where
Antar carries Abla on the back of his white horse and goes
on full gallop into the sunset!

What helped me the most in making both of the
purchases was my confidence and my conviction that I
could do the business.

In

Truly the strongest helper and doer who assisted me in the
realization of my dream of operating a successful restaurant
and night club was the “mom” who, with her husband, was
the previous business owner and who religiously fulfilled
her responsibility as our chef - producing home-like cooked
meals that inspired the guests to lick their fingers afterward.
Eventually, in preparation for her retirement, we groomed
young chefs to take over the helm.

We were a small business establishment that did not need
a business manager. In a small business, the owner wears
many hats from a sweeper to a chief bottle washer.

How did you advertise?
Advertising and marketing seem to be two of the things that
I hit the nail on its head. We were surrounded by colleges in
Cambridge and the Boston area; thus, many of those student
publications were a very good and economical venue for me
in which to advertise. Also, when the parents come to visit
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a

your experience, what is the key to developing

good

team

cooperation?

with

mutual

respect,

trust,

and

Being a Greek and Middle Eastern restaurant in a college town
like Cambridge, MA, and with many neighboring colleges in
Boston, it was very easy for many young students to apply
for positions at the Averof, and that that gave us continuous
crews from their freshman year to senior graduation.
It did not require much effort to build the team since most
of the staff were students from the Middle East and they
felt a bond and felt like they had a home, so that created a
certain harmony.
I consider myself lucky to have the ability to sympathize

with others. Also, my innate nature is to respect every
human being and recognize their ability and praise them
for what they do. Keep the spirits high. This way I could
gain the trust of the staff and without asking them they
would do work beyond the call of duty, simply for their
appreciation of being appreciated. I can say that I was very
lucky to have a most harmonious working atmosphere
under the hardest of times.
If ever there was a problem, how did you find the best
solution?
Talk it over. Show feelings towards the aggrieved. Above all,
be just and fair in your judgment.
How

did you best attract customers, promote and

advertise the business? Did you host special events at

The Averof?

facility to accommodate weddings, business events, and
belly dance seminars.
How soon did you start having musicians and dancers
provide entertainment – and how frequently?
When I embarked on the restaurant business, I immediately
thought that I want to offer the full flavor of the
Mediterranean feeling. Thus, from day one, I started the
restaurant service as well as the entertainment business of
live band and belly dance shows. Although in the beginning,
I initiated the entertainment only on Friday and Saturday
evenings, it did not take long to expand to the full seven
nights a week. One reason is that I did not want our guests
to ponder about “on what night is the entertainment?” My
feeling was that anytime one would think of live music,
there - you got it, no matter which evening it was! You just
have to take a drive to the Averof and there we are for you.”

To attract customers, you have to be out there wherever they
My greatest pride and joy was engaging Mr. George
are. Advertise and promote and genuinely offer service and
Abdo, the one and only “King of Belly Dance Music”, to
quality to your customers. One very sure way to appeal to
entertain regularly at The Averof. His orchestra was named
as many people as possible is to get
John Bandar serving a table at the restaurant
involved in charitable events such
as The Kidney Foundation, Cancer
Programs, etc. Get involved with
the community and neighborhood.
Do benefits for senior citizens. In
the end, you will find out that by
doing good, by being generous, you
are getting more in return. Then
you stop and ask yourself: Am I
being altruistic or selfish?!
How

much

of

your

food

business was in-house and how
much was catering?

In the beginning, catering was very
limited; however, I told myself
that we are in the food business,
go to wherever duty calls us. Thus,
I printed on our Averof business
card: “Catering with Character on
and off Premises”. From there I
ended up in a big catering business
as well as acquiring a function
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“The Flames of Araby” and they produced several albums
during the 1970s. He performed in the Boston area for
many years and combined many kinds of Middle Eastern
musical traditions that created a uniquely American belly
dance soundscape. George Abdo, with his emcee abilities
and great musical talent as a singer, the best musicality of
the skilled musicians and the finest performances of the
professional dancers.
Recognitions to The Averof
In 1988, The Averof catered the opening dinner of the
Democratic Convention in Atlanta, GA, when the thengovernor of MA, Michael Dukakis, was the nominee for
U.S. President.
On May 1, 2006, The City Council of Cambridge, MA,
named the Averof location, the corner of Massachusetts
Ave and Porter Road, as “Raymond Bandar Square” as
a tribute for the cultural contributions made to the City
of Cambridge, as well as all the charitable events which
benefited the community.
If anything, what might you have done differently or
not at all?
Truly, operationally, there is nothing that I would have done
differently, we were running like a very well-oiled machine.
The only thing I would have done differently AND not at
all….
Never Close The Averof. (Dec 31, 1971-Jun 1, 1996)

The BDC wants YOU!

WE WANT YOUR GREAT ARTICLES - We’re

looking for writers in Tribal, Tribal Fusion, Fusion,
Restaurant critiques, Cultural histories, How-To’s
such as: Costuming, Choreographing, Physical
and Emotional preparation for dancing or dance

performances. Write us an article about your passion
in subjects you would like to see published.

24 years after closure I am constantly asked
“When are you going to reopen The Averof?”
DOROTHEA ROURKE O’REGAN
Dorothea is a master teacher and

choreographer with over 40 years of

experience in the world of Belly Dance.
Her goal as a teacher is to help each

student achieve their own dance goals.
In teaching, being a Reiki Master, she

includes education about our human energy system, called Chakras. Her
professional dance troupe is named The Chakra Belly Dancers.
www.dorotheaoregan.com Photo by Carl Sermon Photography
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We’d love to hear from you!
chronicles@isisandthestardancers.com

TEACHER/PERFORMER DIRECTORY
CALIFORNIA

FLORIDA

Asia (Teressa Killeen)
Instructor, Choreographer, Director : Arabesque &
Chimera Troupes in San Francisco & Stockton
arabesquebellydance.com; Asia Belly Dance on Facebook
650-355-4105; 209-470-2212 asiabell52@hotmail.com

Ansuya
www.ansuya.com ; ansuya@ansuya.com

Fahtiem
Performer/Instructor/Choreographer; Director: Sultan’s
Delites; Producer: Oasis Dance Magic
1840 Nausika Ave., Rowland Heights, CA 91748
(626) 810-9470 ; (626) 964-9800 (fax)
www.bellydancemagic.com ; Fahtiem@Fahtiem.com

Bozenka
Bi-Continental (USA and Europe)
Miami, Florida and Crete, Greece
Bozenka’s Mediterranean Dance Lab
- a dance intensive and cultural retreat www.bozenkadance.com
Virginia
www.bellydancebyvirginia.com ; comednce@bellsouth.net

GEORGIA
ShoShannah
shoraqs@aol.com

ILLINOIS
Karim Nagi
www.karimnagi.com ; nagikarim@aol.com
(617) 924-7675
Pure Raks with Jasmin Jahal
International Performer, Instructor, Choreographer.
Dance Certification. Producer: Chicago Shimmyfest
Univ of Illinois, Chicago ; (773) 777-4037
www.PureRaks.com ; www.JasminJahal.com
Meera
www.Meera.tv ; meera@meera.tv
Mesmera
Dynamic Performer, Master Teacher, Seminars, Choreography,
Cabaret, GypsyBellyDance Fusion, Snakedance, Secure
Online Instructional Downloads, Silk Veils, T’unique,
Facebook, Twitter, Etsy, Dance Travel Adventures ;
(323) 669-0333 ; www.mesmera.com
Pangia | Pangia Raks | Pat Olson & Denise Mannion
CDs, Performance Bookings, Music Recording & Arranging.
World, Original, Fusion & Belly Dance Music. PO Box
492, Mount Shasta, CA 96067-0492 ; (530) 925-4454
pangiaraks@yahoo.com ; www.pangiaraks.com
Reda Darwish
reda.darwish09@gmail.com ; (650) 735-1518
Sahra Saeeda
www.sahrasaeeda.com
http://journeythroughegypt.com
info@journeythroughegypt.com

Event Reminder:
Event Listings (up to 3) are
free to subscribers, based on
availability. Guaranteed
placement is available for
$5.00 for 5 lines.

Suhaila
www.suhailainternational.com
Susu Pampanin
www.aswandancers.org/susu-pampanin-percussion
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TEACHER/PERFORMER DIRECTORY
MISSOURI

PENNSYLVANIA

Shyama Studios
Metal & Dark Fusion Instruction - Online & in St. Louis!
Performer & Director of the Stygian Collective
shyama.studios@gmail.com ; tinyurl.com/ShyamaStudios
(618) 520-6642

Habiba Egyptian and Tunisian Dance
Performance/Instruction/Lectures/Workshops
Habiba Studio, 611 S. Leithgow St., Philadelphia, PA 19147
(215) 925-5436 ; www.habibastudio.com
habibaraqs@aol.com
Nourhan Sharif
www.nourhansharif.com ; www.egyptianacademy.com

NEW MEXICO
Adriana Sandoval
Lapachuquita@hotmail.com

TEXAS

Amaya Wise Woman Productions
International Performer & Instructor; Producer of Wise
Women Retreats. PO Box 205, Cedar Crest, NM 87008 ;
(505) 280-3638 ; AmayaDances@gmail.com ;
www.AmayaDances.com

Amara
PhD in Dance History and Theory (UCR), Performer,
Instructor, Lecturer, Choreographer, Producer (EEMED
and X-MED), Dir. Ya Helewa! (512) 694-3679 ;
www.AmaraDances.com ; www.EEMED.com ; Austin, TX

Frank Farinaro
International Performer, Instructor, Lecturer, & Coach
(719) 994-8184 ; hammerheadsharqi@hotmail.com
www.sirenastudio.com ; www.facebook.com/frank.farinaro

Badrawn
www.facebook.com/badrawn ; badrawn@live.com
(817) 239-2154

NEW YORK
Carmine Guida
www.carmine.com ; carmine@carmine.com
Dalia Carella
www.daliacarella.com ; info@daliacarella.com
Kaeshi Chai
www.kaeshi.com ; kaeshi@gmail.com

Karen Barbee
www.karavansa.com ; getinfo@karavansa.com
(210) 232.3035
Malachi
www.facebook.com/mideastdrums
Patrick Walsh/Soroush
www.facebook.com/walshmusician
www.fourcornersjazzquartet.com ; (214) 444-8166
Silvia Salamanca
www.silviasalamanca.com ; silviabellydance@gmail.com

OKLAHOMA
Kata Maya
www.katamayadance.com ; (210) 920-5828
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Suzanne Walker
saliah2015@yahoo.com ; walker0315@yahoo.com
Suzanne Suzanne on YouTube ; (915) 383-0136

TEACHER/PERFORMER DIRECTORY
TEACHER AND PERFORMER LISTINGS

CANADA
Aziza
www.azizashimmy.com

COLOMBIA
Miguel Crespo
stellaradvantage@gmail.com ; 310 679 42 09
www.facebook.com/MiguelCrespoPercusion

EGYPT
Vanessa Raqs/Vanessa of Cairo
International Touring Artist
www.vanessaraqs.com
vanessaraqs@gmail.com
Egypt +2 01095009616 ; USA (817) 937-5884

FRANCE
Mia Sha’uri
www.miashauri.com ; miashauri@gmail.com
(407) 777-8037

Basic Listing: $19/year
Maximum of 5 lines
First line is only the name
Arial font at 10pt type is used
Each line is a maximum of 3.625” wide
Performer Ad:
Color only: $128/year
Teacher/Musician/Performer only
Size is 3.625” wide x 2.375” high
No dates or prices allowed
Visit our Advertising page on
www.thebellydancechronicles.com
for more details and examples, or email us
at chronicles@isisandthestardancers.com
with your listing today.

INDIA
Colleena Shakti
www.colleenashakti.com

Deadlines for
Ads & Articles:
November 1 - for the January issue
March 1 - for the May issue
July 1 - for the September issue
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